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Table	2:	First	Search	Results	Search	terms	 	LAO	 LLBA	 SD	 SCO	 WOS	Conversation	analysis	in	medical	settings		
7	 26	 18,365	 174	 149	
Conversation	analysis	and	medical	communicat*	
61	 143	 18,366	 431	 318	
Patient	satisfaction	and	conversation	analysis	
1	 6	 7,118	 122	 113	
Discourse	in	medical	settings	 26	 108	 12,503	 299	 289	Conversation	analysis	and	medical	consultations	
22	 32	 7,311	 181	 153	
TOTAL	 117	 315	 63,663	 1,207	 1022		There	is	a	compromise	between	using	search	terms	that	will	maximise	the	number	of	returns	and	their	relevance.	Some	of	the	search	terms	were	producing	too	many	results	making	it	unrealistic	to	check	them	all.	Therefore,	database	filters	were	applied	consistently	across	the	3	databases	on	the	second	search	to	narrow	down	the	number	of	relevant	papers.		Filters	were	used	on:	Science	Direct,	Scopus	and	Web	of	Science	databases,	as	these	were	the	ones	yielding	an	unmanageable	number	of	results	due	to	their	general	science	nature.	The	filters	used	were:	healthcare,	patients,	medicine,	health,	health	profession,	and	English	language.	The	results	from	the	other	2	databases	(Linguistics	Abstracts	Online	and	Linguistics	and	Language	Behaviour	abstracts)	were	manageable,	being	
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specific	to	linguistics.	The	results	of	the	second	search	were	then	sifted	by	reading	titles	and	abstracts.	Again,	if	in	doubt	the	article	was	retrieved	and	read	in	full.		







Table	4:	Papers	selected	during	appraisal	for	data	extraction			Code	 Publication	 Author/Year/Vol/pages	 Journal	LAO2	 Patient	“Demand”	for	Medical	Interventions:	Exerting	Pressure	for	an	Offer	in	a	Primary	Care	Clinic	Visit		 Teas	Gill,	V.	2005.	38	(4),	451-479	 RES	LANG	SOC	INTERAC	LAO3	 Asymmetry	in	action:	Sequential	resources	in	the	negotiation	of	a	prescription	request		 Robinson,	J.	2001.	21(1/2)	19-54	 TEXT	LAO4	 Breaking	the	sequential	mold:	Answering	"more	than	the	question"	during	comprehensive	history	taking		 Heritage,	J.	Stivers,	T.	2001.	21	(1/2)	151-185	 TEXT	LAO5	 Expert	talk	in	medical	contexts:	Explicit	and	implicit	orientation	to	risks		 Adelswärd,	V.	et	al.	2002.	35	(2)	195-218	 RES	LANG	SOC	INTERAC	LLBA2	 Doctors'	questions	as	displays	of	understanding		 Depperman,	A.	Spranz-Fogazy	T.	2011.	8	(2)	111-122	
COMMUN	MED	




SD4	 ‘Unilateral’	and	‘bilateral’	practitioner	approaches	in	decision-making	about	treatment		 Collins,	S.	et	al	2005.	1,	2611-2627	 SOC	SCI	MED	SD5	 “Does	it	mean	I’m	gonna	die?”:	On	meaning	assessment	in	the	delivery	of	diagnostic	news		 Maynard,	D.	2006.	62,	1902-1916	 SOC	SCI	MED	SD7	 Asymmetrical	knowledge	claims	in	general	practice	consultations	with	frequently	attending	patients:	Limitations	and	opportunities	for	patient	participation		
Ariss,	S.	2009.	69,	908-919	 SOC	SCI	MED	
SD8	 Physicians’	opening	questions	and	patients’	satisfaction		 Heritage,	J.,	Robinson,	J.	2006.	60,	279-285	 PATIENT	EDUC	COUNS	
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SCO19	 Online	commentary	in	acute	medical	visits:	of	method	of	shaping	patient	expectations		 Heritage,	J.	&	Stivers,	T.	1999.	49,	1501-1517	 SOC	SCI	MED	SCO20	 Patient	resistance	towards	diagnosis	in	primary	care:	implications	for	concordance		 Ijas-Kallio,	T.	et	al	2010.	14	(5)	505-522	 HEALTH	WOS5	 Initiating	decision-making	in	neurology	consultations:	‘recommending’	versus	‘option-listing’	and	the	implications	for	medical	authority		
Toerien,	M.	et	al	2013.	35	(6)	873-890	 SOCIOL	HEALTH	ILL	





























































	While	producing	a	systematic	review	of	the	literature	provides	a	structured	approach	to	relevant	research,	as	mentioned	above,	it	can	undoubtedly	omit	research	papers	from	journals	that	do	not	use	keywords	in	their	search.	Due	to	this,	I	would	like	to	mention	2	papers	published	in	Health	Communication.	These	are:	Heritage	and	Robinson	(2006) The structure of patients’ presenting 
concerns: physicians’ opening questions and Heritage and Robinson (2015) 
How patients understand physicians’ solicitations of additional concerns: 




























1	 Female	 A	few	months	ago	 Over	70	
2	 Male		 5	years	ago	 Over	60	
3	 Female	 10	years	ago	 Over	60	
4	 Male	 2	years	ago	 Over	40	
5	 Female	 2	months	ago	 Over	60	
6	 Female	 4	years	ago	 Over	50	
7	 Male	 7	years	ago	 Over	50	
8	 Male	 11	years	ago	 Over	70	
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9	 Female	 10	years	ago	 Over	60	
















Symbol	 Name	 Use	[	text]	 Brackets	 Indicates	the	start	and	end	points	of	overlapping	speech	(#	of	seconds)	 Timed	pause	 A	number	in	parenthesis	indicates	the	time	in	seconds	of	a	pause	in	speech	(.) Micropause	 A	brief	pause,	usually	less	than	0.2	seconds	
↓	 Period	or	down	arrow	 Indicates	falling	pitch	-	 Hyphen	 Indicates	an	abrupt	halt	or	interruption	in	utterance	>text<	 Greater	than/Less	than	symbol	 Indicates	that	the	enclosed	speech	was	delivered	more	rapidly	than	usual	for	the	speaker	<text>	 Less	than/Greater	than	symbols		
Indicates	that	the	enclosed	speech	was	delivered	more	slowly	than	usual	for	the	speaker	
°		 Degree	symbol	 Indicates	whisper	or	reduced	volume	speech	ALL	CAPS	 Capitalized	text	 Indicates	shouted	or	increased	volume	:::	 Colon(s)	 Indicates	prolongation	of	an	utterance	
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01   N:   that’s it there we are so it’s started rolling now so er  
02        uh:: so how ave you been since I last saw you↓ you been  
03        [all right 
04   P:   [just yeah] 
05   N:    av’ you been all right yeah ok 	
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Extract	4.2		(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		
01   N:   so how’s things been from when we last saw ye↓ 
02   P:   not too bad not too bad 
03   N:   yeah 
04   P:   °	not too bad 
05   N:   no (.) so no problems from your perspective nothing  
06   P:   not really no 	Extract	4.3	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		
01   N:   right(.) any problems since I last saw you↓ 
02   P:   no not really 	Extract	4.4	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		
01   N:   so: you’ve been all right since I last saw you 
02   P:   yeah been good 
03   N:   yeah cause we saw you in between didn’t we 
04   P:   yeh ye did yeh 	Extract	4.5	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		
01   N:   so ‘av you been↓ 
02   P:   <fine> 
03   N:   good th’ hospital are pleased with ye aren’t they  
04   P:   yeah 	Extract	4.6	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		
01   N:   any problems since we last saw you↓ 
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02   P:   no  
03   N:   no 
04   P:   I had a couple of hypos 








01   N:   […] any worries about your diabetes though since I last saw 
02        ye I’m going to chat about yer blood test results in a  
03        minute but [anything from your 
04   P:              [not (0.5) really 
05        ((N and P talk about self testing strips)) 
06   N:   how do you feel your diabetes control’s been↓ 
07        (1.0) 
08   P:   all right I think there is times although I know myself I’m 
09        not eating like I should do 
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10   N:   right(.)in what way do you miss 
11   P:   I just don’t (1.0) feel like eating 
12   N:   right so would you eat what you fancied because you don’t 
13        feel like eating you’re having more of what you fancy  
14        rather than what you should have because of your diabetes  
15   P:   yeah 
16   N:   all right yeah 
17   P:   I find I’m eating more crisps  
18        (2.0) 
19   N:   mm 
20   P:   than maybe a solid meal  
 
                                                          Before	the	nurse	delivers	the	actual	HbA1C	result	(which	in	this	particular	case	indicates	high	blood	sugar	levels	-	hyperglycemia)	she	asks	the	patient	her	opinion	in	terms	of	her	diabetes	control	(line	6).	The	patient	replies	in	line	8	with	a	turn	initial	“all	right”	in	line	8.	However	she	repairs	her	talk	with	“although”	and	admits	that	she	is	not	eating	adequately.	This	lack	of	appetite	is	significant	and	due	to	the	extent	of	her	unsuitable	diet	the	nurse	is	not	able	to	prescribe	a	certain	medication	which	would	lower	her	blood	sugars	as	the	medication	needs	to	be	taken	together	with	an	adequate	and	regular	diet.			In	the	following	extracts	(4.8,	4.9	and	4.10),	the	nurse	is	performing	a	foot	check	which	consists	of	observing	both	feet,	looking	out	for	any	sores	and	checking	their	circulation.	Patients	raise	concerns	during	this	examination	phase.		Extract	4.8	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		
01   N:   umm because umm ye know yer feet are precious really  
02   P:   yes 
04   N:   with diabetes 
05   P:   yeah 
06   N:   ye know(.)so we’re keen to make sure yer uhh:: 
07   P:   it’s just me ankle bone hurts really bad at the moment 
08   N:   yeah that’s causing ye the pain 
09   P:   yeah  
10   N:   ‘ave ye got painkillers for that 
11   P:   yeah but it doesn’t take it off  
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	The	patient	raises	a	concern	about	her	ankle	and	how	it	hurts	(line	7).	The	patient	takes	the	opportunity	to	raise	her	new	complaint	while	the	nurse	is	doing	the	foot	check.	The	patient	mentions	her	ankle	pain	as	something	that	she	considers	relevant	and	related	to	her	overall	feet	check.			Extract	4.9	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		
01   N:   if that’s all right, any problems with these 
02   P:   (0.5) yeh they ‘urt full stop ((laughs)) 
03   N:   they what(.)they hurt 
04   P:   they hurt me full stop especially this left under there 
05   N:   to do with your rheumatoid 
06   P:   I don’t know whether it’s rheumatoid o:r  
07   N:   are you all right with this ((starting the monofilament  
08        test)) 
09   P:   a bit of, yeah 
10   N:   ok or yer diabetes  	The	nurse	asks	the	patient	if	she	is	having	any	problems	with	her	feet	(line	1)	during	the	examination.	The	patient	replies	in	line	2,	expressing	her	discomfort	and	complains	about	her	feet	hurting.	In	line	4	she	reinforces	her	complaint	by	giving	more	details	of	where	it	actually	hurts.			Extract	4.10	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		
01   N:   do you cut ‘em or file them which do you do 
02   P:   I’ve been filing them  
03   N:   wonderful(.) good 
04   P:   but  
05        (1.0) 
06   N:   >go on< 
07   P:   this big toe’s really driving me nuts this left one umm I 
08        ‘ad that one off but it’s growing 
09   N:   mm 
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10   P:   and it’s growing back into it 
11   N:   oh: is it 
12   P:   yeah		The	nurse	is	examining	the	patient’s	feet	and	asks	her	if	she	files	or	cuts	her	toenails.	The	patient	notes	that	she	files	them	and	the	nurse	follows	this	up	in	line	3	with	a	positive	assessment.	At	that	point,	immediately	after	the	positive	assessment,	the	patient	provides	a	“but”	(line	4)	in	some	way	discordant	with	the	nurse’s	previous	positive	assessment	on	her	feet.	There	is	a	pause	after	the	“but”	in	line	5	indicating	some	hesitation	on	the	patient’s	part.	The	nurse	encourages	the	patient	to	carry	on	with	her	account	in	line	6	and	the	patient	proceeds	to	present	a	new	foot	related	complaint	in	line	7.	Presenting	the	new	concern	at	that	point	enables	the	nurse	to	examine	the	toe	which	is	causing	the	problem.			It	seems	logical	to	present	a	new	complaint	about	feet	during	the	feet	examination.	However,	patients	also	present	new	concerns	during	the	treatment	phase	as	seen	in	the	next	section.			
4.2.2 PRESENTING	NEW	COMPLAINTS	DURING	THE	TREATMENT	PHASE		Some	patients	raise	new	concerns	while	reviewing	their	on-going	treatment.	These	concerns	were	deemed	diabetic	related	by	the	patients	hence,	raising	them	during	the	treatment	review	phase.		Extract	4.11	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		The	nurse	is	reviewing	the	patient’s	medication	as	part	of	his	on-going	treatment.			
01   N:   any problems any side effects with any of your medication 
02        [any 
03   P:   [no 
04   N:      has there been any problems with them 
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05   P:   not bad not bad  
06   N:   no (1.0) ummm well they’re doing the job  
07   P:   mm 
08   N:   >like I say< they’re uhh they’re keeping your blood sugars  
09        down 
10   P:   I’m not I’m not eating very well °don’t know 
11   N:   aren’t you(.)is you(.)have you lost your appetite 
12   P:   sometimes I’m all right sometimes, I still eat but I used 
13        to be a right good eater d’ ye know what I mean 
14   N:   yeah 
15   P:   it’s uh it’s uhh me daughter is a nurse she said just keep 
16        getting things while you want to eat ye know or I go to me 
17        daughter’s everyday for me tea  
18        (1.0) 
19   N:   so you get an evening meal at least there 




01   N:   right I k’ I can put you like are you getting any side  
02        effects with yer tum as well 
03   P:   yeah 
04   N:   do ye get- 
05   P:   yeh 
06   P:   I do with I get really bad diarrhoea with it  
07   N:   umm 
08   P:   but I think it’s metformin that starts it  
09   N:   is it 	The	nurse	asks	if	he	is	experiencing	any	side	effects	in	his	“tum”	(lines	1-2).	The	patient	admits	he	does	experience	side	effects	in	lines	3	and	6.	Although	prompted	by	the	nurse,	the	patient	manages	to	express	a	complaint	in	line	6.	This	complaint	results	in	a	change	of	medication	to	an	alternative	slow	release	tablet,	which	should	prevent	the	undesired	side	effect	produced	by	the	patient’s	current	medication.			Extract	4.13	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		The	nurse	is	reviewing	the	patient’s	on-going	treatment	and	medication	as	part	of	the	treatment	phase.	The	patient	takes	medication	for	erectile	dysfunction	as	part	of	his	diabetes	treatment.			
01   N:   yeah ummm (0.5) the only thing that’s outstanding as well 
02        is about erectile dysfunction I think we didn’t ask you  
03        that last time 
04   P:   mm 
05   N:   ye know it’s the new word for impotence really (.hhh)  
06   P:   mm 
07   N:   but as you’ll know(.) 
08   P:   I’m struggling a bit with that but mm especially with these 
09        tablets 
10   N:   mm 
11   P:   they do help me but 
12   N:   yeah cause yer on Tada is it Tadalafil 
13   P:   yeah I’ve just got some more  
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01   N:   right(.) how are you↓ 
02        (1.0) 
03   P:   not too good 
04   N:   no(.) what in general or with your diabetes 
05   P:   no in general 
06   N:   in general 
07   P:   yeah 
08   N:   right(.) something that you need to see the GP about do you  
09        think 	The	patient	notes	that	she	is	“not	too	good”	in	line	3.	The	nurse	follows	this	up	by	clarifying	if	the	patient	is	referring	to	her	health	in	general	or	to	her	diabetes.	This	displays	the	nurse’s	orientation	towards	distinguishing	the	visit	from	a	general	consultation	to	a	specific	chronic	diabetic	routine	consultation.	The	patient	replies	“in	general”	in	line	6	and	the	nurse	suggests	visiting	her	GP	(line	8)	marking	a	clear	distinction	between	a	general	visit	and	a	chronic	routine	one.	The	nurse	does	not	ask	the	patient	further	regarding	her	general	health,	but	directs	her	to	her	GP.					
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Extract	4.15	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		The	patient	had	previously	complained	of	“feeling	unwell”	and	noted	that	she	is	not	sure	what	it	is	that	is	making	her	feel	unwell.				
01   N:   but we see in more often than not that when people are  
02        unwell their blood sugars run higher (.hhhh) so::  
03        it’s deciding is that what’s happening with you cause  
04        you’ve gone from having perfect control t’ now not feeling  
05        particularly a’ hundred per cent and then yus blood sugars 
06        ‘ave gone up 
07   P:   mm 
08   N:   uhhh so:  
09        (1.0)  
10   N:   I don’t know how you feel about it whether you want to sort 
11        of see your GP first(.) <see what’s going off basically> 
12   P:   um hum 	The	nurse	explains	what	can	happen	when	“feeling	unwell”	in	terms	of	blood	sugars.	The	patient	provides	a	minimal	token	in	line	7	and	after	a	pause	in	line	9	the	nurse	suggests	to	the	patient	seeing	her	GP	(line	11).		Extract	4.16	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		The	patient	has	complained	about	her	difficulty	in	losing	weight	at	the	moment	despite	changing	her	diet.			
01   P:   yeah I have them at night  
02   N:   for [yer supper 
03   P:    [bit of fruit umm 
04   N:   right yeah is anybody seen ye [about    
05   P:          [jelly  
06   N:   to give you sort of any pointers is there anybody that you 
07        can- 
08   P:   no I’ve [not  
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09   N:        [tap into a specialist  
10   P:                         seen anybody yet 
11   N:   umm 
12        (1.0) 
13   P:   I s’pose could do 
14   N:   the thing is(.) you’re going [to 
15   P:                               [yeah I would if you’ve got a  
16        contact number  
17   N:   yeah I’ve got a contact number(.) you’re going to get  
18        disheartened aren’t you if you: 
19   P:   well yeah I am a bit 	The	patient	has	expressed	her	concern	about	not	being	able	to	lose	weight.	The	nurse	asks	the	patient	if	she	has	seen	anybody	(line	4)	that	could	help	and	give	her	“any	pointers”	(line	6).	The	patient	says	she	has	not	seen	anyone	and	the	nurse	mentions	visiting	a	specialist	(line	9).	She	later	mentions	having	a	contact	number	for	her	in	line	17.			The	nurse	has	delineated	the	boundary	of	this	particular	consultation	to	diabetic	checks	only	and	although	it	does	include	weight,	and	the	patient	raised	the	concern	during	the	weight	examination	phase,	the	nurse	refers	her	to	a	specialist	to	help	her	lose	weight,	as	this	is	not	the	remit	of	the	check-up	visit.			Extract	4.17	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		The	patient	has	complained	about	pain	in	her	leg	as	the	nurse	is	checking	her	feet.			
01   P:   I do have it ye know up at back of leg but now I’m  
02        beginning to wonder if it’s arthritis  
03   N:   right yeah(.) ye could see yer GP 	Similarly	to	extract	16,	the	patient	complains	about	pain	in	her	leg	during	her	foot	check.	The	patient	produces	a	candidate	diagnosis	(Gill	and	Maynard	2006)	
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that	it	could	be	her	arthritis	in	line	2.	The	nurse	directs	her	to	her	GP	displaying	the	boundary	of	this	particular	visit.			Extract	4.18	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		The	nurse	is	checking	the	patient’s	feet.			
01   P:   I’ve been filing them  
02   N:   wonderful good(.) 
03   P:   but  
04        (1.0) 
05   N:   >go on< 
06   P:   this big toe’s really driving me nuts this left one umm I 
07        ‘ad that one off but it’s growing 
08   N:   mm 
09   P:   and it’s growing back into it 
10   N:   oh: is it 
11   P:   yeah 
12   N:   right(.) you need to see the doctor about it   	The	patient	complains	about	her	toenail	in	line	6.	The	nurse	is	already	examining	her	feet	so	looks	at	the	toe	briefly	and	directs	the	patient	to	a	doctor	in	line	12.			Extract	4.19	(N:	nurse	P:	patient)		The	patient	is	concerned	about	the	amount	of	tablets	he	is	taking	as	he	suffers	from	ischemic	heart	disease	as	well	as	diabetes.	The	nurse	has	gone	through	the	full	list	of	all	the	tablets	he	is	currently	prescribed	to	take.				
01   N:   ye know the choice ultimately is yours  
02   P:   yeah 
03   N:   but like I say we do recommend  
04   P:   it’s just that I ‘av been talking to people and ye know  
05        people that’s got heart disease trouble same(.)>exactly the 
06        same as me< 
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07   N:   yeah 
08   P:   and they’re only on two or three tablets a day 
09   N:   right 
10   P:   and I’m on like NINE 
11   N:   yeah yeah you’ve got 
12   P:   it’s like why are you taking all them for 
13   N:   mm 
14        (1.0) 
15   N:   you could always have a discussion with your GP and see  
16        whether they can ye can 
17   P:   yeah well it doesn’t matter if I’ve got to take ‘em I’ve  







01        (1.0) 
02   N:   right ok so I need to check your feet  
03   P:   yeah 
04   N:   all right so uhh any problems with them 
05   P:   no 	Extract	4.21	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   right I’m going to do your feet next  
02   P:   ok 
03   N:   do your foot check if I may 
04   P:   I’ll just take me shoes off  
05        (1.0) 
06   P:   uhh  
07        ((P getting up to take shoes off)) 
08   N:   you all right	
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		Extract	4.22	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   can I have yer feet then 
02   P:   yes 
03   N:   if that’s all right, any problems with these 
04   P:   (0.5) yeh they ‘urt full stop ((laughs)) 





01   N:   ok right so I’m going to do a quick finger prick on you  
02        just to see(.) I’ve just washed my ‘ands just prior to you  
03        coming in are your hands clean  
04   P:   yeah 
05        (10) ((nurse getting finger prick device ready)) 
06   N:   so this just tells us the here and now(.)like I say I know  
07        sort of the averages really don’t I bu::t uhh that we’re  
08        doing all right. So it’s just a quick prick of your finger  
09        (2.0) 
10   N:   thank you 	The	nurse	notifies	the	patient	in	line	1	that	she	will	be	performing	the	finger	prick.	She	proceeds	by	getting	the	device	ready.	In	line	6	she	mentions	to	the	patient	that	this	test	just	shows	the	“here	and	now”.	She	does	not	explain	what	is	actually	being	measured	“here	and	now”	i.e.	measuring	immediate	blood	glucose,	as	this	information	is	already	known.			Extract	4.24	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01        (0.9) 
02   N:   right lets uh see how we go with um with your finger prick 
03        shall we 
04        ((Nurse getting the finder prick device out)) 
05   N:   so how are you going with your diet↓  
06        ((patient stretches her hand out to the nurse)) 
07   N:   I know we we sort of chatted haven’t we about you liking  
08        your °chocolates  
09   P:   diet <yeh> 
10   N:   and things like that (0.5) are your hands clean I’ve just 
11        washed mine just prior to you coming 
12   P:   well the’ were [when I come out 





01        (2.0) 
02   N:   right if you’re just careful of the tripod there but if you 
03        just want to hop on the scales for me  
04        (1.0) 
05   N:   an we’ll just see (2.0) what yer weight’s up to you may’ve 
06        lost some weight with your appetite not being so good so  
07        you’re twelve stone four there thank you 	Extract	4.26	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   do you know what you weight at the minute (0.5) cause are 
02        you weighing yourself regularly  
03   P:   uh they weighed me up at the hospital a fortnight ago  
04   N:   yeah 
05   P    and it was uhhh 
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06   N:   just to save going round the back of the [camera  
07   P:                [one 
08   N:   I’ll take your [word  
09   P:          [wait a minute umm (1.0) nineteen one 
10   N:   nineteen one ((writing it down on paper)) 	Extract	4.27	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   […] so I’ll just write these as we go down, have you  
02        weighed yourself recently or shall I just 
03   P:   no yeh 
04   N:   I’ll just bring the scales down just round here 
05   P:   ok love 
06   N:   so you don’t trip on the tripod 
07        (2.0) 
08   N:   do you know your weight or shall I weigh you 




01        (1.0) 
02   N:   uhhh the blood test that we do looks at yer diabetes  
03        control over the last three months  
04   P:   yeah 
05   N:   and it gives us the averages all right and we like the  
06        results to be between a reading of <fifty and sixty> 
07   P:   yeah 
08   N:   so yours came back at fifty-four  
09   S:   yeah 
10   N:   so as you can tell it’s well controlled it’s well within  
11        those parameters  
12   P:   yeah yeah 
13   N:   all right 
14        (1.0) 	Before	delivering	the	test	results	the	nurse	explains	what	the	test	reflects	i.e.	shows	the	averages	over	the	last	3	months.	She	then	proceeds	to	explain	what	the	ideal	figures	are	in	terms	of	the	results	(lines	5-6).	Following	this,	she	gives	the	patient	his	test	result	in	line	8,	and	then	provides	an	assessment	in	line	10.				Extract	4.29	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   uhh ye blood test results you know you did prior to coming 
02        today 
03   P:   yeah 
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04   N:   well it looks at your diabetes control over the last twelve 
05        weeks really 
06   P:   mm 
07   N:   so it doesn’t give us the highs and the lows it just gives 
08        us the average  
09   P:   yeah 
10   N:   and your average like this time just excuse me while I look 
11        at the screen (2.0) °while I pick up your last one   
12        (3.0)((nurse is checking her computer screen)) 
13   N:   but when we saw you in the summer last year your diabetes 
14        control was excellent  
15   P:   yeah 
16   N:   we the blood test that we do >just for your information< we 
17        like it to be between fifty and sixty 
18   P:   yeh 
19   N:   and you were at fifty one so perfect that was brilliant(.) 
20        this last result that we’ve got done is sixty fi:ve so it’s 
21        took you slightly above that 
22   P:   yeah 	In	this	extract	the	nurse	also	explains	the	test’s	function	(i.e.	measuring	the	average	blood	glucose	over	the	last	12	weeks,	lines	4-5	and	7-8)	and	explains	what	figures	display	a	good	diabetic	control	(i.e.	between	50	and	60,	lines	16-17).			Extract	4.30	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   well the last one that we did was October last year you  
02        were fifty and as you perhaps remember but just to recap we 
03        like that blood test that we do: 
04   P:   yeah 
05   N:   it’s really assessing what your control’s been like over  
06        the last twelve weeks so when I looked at it I can’t even 
07        say well Christmas is part of that 
08   P:   no 
09   N:   cause Christmas is been and gone hasn’t it  
10   P:   it’s[been me 
11   N:       [within that three months, but we like it to be between  
12        fifty and sixty  
13   P:   so >what’s it gone to< 
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14   N:   so you’ve gone to seventy-one 
15   P:   oh: GOD that’s a bit much 	Likewise	in	extracts	4.28	and	4.29	the	nurse	explains	that	the	test	measures	the	averages	over	12	weeks	and	the	ideal	result	is	a	figure	between	50	and	60.			Extract	4.31	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   the latest result was uh >let me just pick it up< sixty two 
02        so you’re just slightly above(.) ok 
03   P:   right 
04   N:   we work on uhhmm cause ye know this test looks at your  
05        diabetes control over the last three months 
06   P:   three months [yeah 
07   N:                [int’ it yeah  
08   P:   yeah 
09   N:   we umm want it to be between fifty and sixty  










01   N:   do you think we’ve crossed all the Ts and dotted all the Is 
02   P:   yeah 
03   N:   as the saying goes all: right that’s lovely 
 Extract	4.33	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   right thank you we’ve covered everything haven’t we 
02   P:   yeah 	Extract	4.34	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   right from my perspective I don’t need to do anything else 
02        if you’re happy  
03   P:   yeah I’m all right yeah fine 
04   N:   yeah ok  	Extract	4.35	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   umm asthma check we’ve done so is there anything else that 
02        you think I should’ve done that I’ve not done 
03   P:   no: I think that’s all int’ it  	Extract	4.36	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   anything else (2.0) you thought I were gonna do and I’ve  
02        not done it or uhhh you wanted to ask 
























01        (1.0) 
02   N:   right↓ I think from my perspective that really sums every  
03        everything up ‘ave you got any questions for me or any  
04        worries o:rrr anything 
05   P:   no 
06   N:   no 
07   P:   I’m all right, I’m all right  
08   N:   ok ummm so:: carry on as you are doing basically(.)umm  
09        you know where to find me if there’s a problem any  
10        trouble be yer diabetes, feet, breathing(.) there’re them  
11        pots for the urine samples ((hands over containers)) 
12   P:   yeah 
13   N:   ok ye know yer happy with what you’re doing with that 
14   P:   yeah 
15   N:   ummm and we’ll see you in six months time for your  
16        breathing an for yer diabetes  
17        ((patient stands up))  
18   N:   yer’ all right 
19   P:   yes dear  
20   N:   coo:l  
21        (2.0) ((patient getting his belongings)) 	The	nurse	initiates	the	closing	environment,	with	a	“right”	in	line	2,	following	a	pause	in	line	1.	This	“right”	is	immediately	followed	by	a	statement	noting	explicitly	that	she	has	completed	everything	she	needed	to	from	her	perspective	(line	2-3).	She	then	provides	a	final	concern	sequence	in	line	3	(“any	questions?”).	The	patient	responds	in	line	5	with	the	preferred	response:	“no”	and	the	nurse	repeats	this	“no”	aligning	with	the	patient’s	response	in	line	6.	In	line	7	the	patient	reassures	the	nurse	that	he	is	“all	right”.	In	line	8	the	nurse	reiterates	the	closing	by	providing	an	encouraging	future	recommendation:	“carry	on	doing	what	you’re	doing”	followed	by	the	offer	of	interim	contact	if	needed.	The	patient	responds	with	a	minimal	token	of	acknowledgment	“yeah”	in	line	12.	The	nurse	then	reiterates	future	arrangements	in	line	15	and	the	patient	accepts	the	closing	in	line	17	as	he	physically	stands	up	from	the	chair	in	preparation	to	exit.	The	nurse	pursues	agreement	in	line	18	and	the	patient	produces	the	preferred	response	in	line	19:	“yes	dear”.	In	line	20	the	nurse	provides	an	informal	assessment	and	the	patient	starts	gathering	his	belongings.			
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	The	initiation	of	closing	is	performed	by	the	nurse’s	use	of			“right”	(line	2)	followed	by	a	final	concern	sequence	in	lines	3-4	(“any	questions,	worries”).	The	patient	answers	the	question/	accepts	the	initiation	in	lines	5	and	7.	The	nurse	then	reiterates	the	closing	by	mentioning	a	positive	assessment	in	line	8	(“carry	on	as	you’re	doing”)	followed	by	a	future	arrangement	in	line	15(“see	you	in	six	months’	time).	The	patient	accepts	the	closure	through	the	physical	action	of	standing	(line	17).			Extract	5.2	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	patient	in	extract	5.2	was	diagnosed	with	type	2	diabetes	10	years	ago.	She	reported	during	this	particular	visit	that	she	has	been	feeling	unwell	generally.	Her	test	results	have	come	back	higher	than	average	which	could	be	problematic.	Treatment	options	have	been	discussed	and	the	patient	will	be	visiting	another	specialist	for	her	breathing	problems.			
01        (4.0) 
02   N:   so yer next review will be six months  
03   P:   uh huh 
04   N:   I’m just seeing that we’ve got a a recall for your  
05        breathing we have haven’t we as well in this in that next 
06        one 
07        (2.0) 
08   N:   so you happy with what you’re doing 
09   P:   yeah 
10   N:   urine sample  
11        (1.0)  
12   N:   doctor (0.5)  
13   P:   yeah 
14   N:   although cardiology obviously will be looking at their  
15        angle an then that blood test in a month’s time  
16   P:   yeah 
17   N:   and your urine spe specimen is fine that’s not changed  
18        what so ever so we’re ok on that(.)right↓ anything more I  
19        can for you today 
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20   P:   no: I don’t think [so  
21   N:                     [do you think we’ve crossed all the t’s  
22        and dotted all the i’s? 
23   P:   ye[ah 
24   N:     [as the saying goes all right that’s lovely I’ll take you  
25        through back to Sarah then ((Sarah: researcher)) 
26   P:   yeah 
27   N:   if that’s ok she’ll just ask you a few more questions(.)  
28        there’s yer prescriptions and uhh I’ll see you soon 
29   P:   right ((looking at the desk)) 
30   N:   all right are you ok 
31   P:   yeah the sheets that lady gave me >is that them<  
32   N:   yeah there 
33        (2.0) 
34   P:   mm ((getting things together)) 
35   N:   right thank you we’ve covered everything haven’t we 
36   P:   yeah  




01        (5.0)	
02   N:   right so we’ve done urines we’ve done foot check(.)  
03        your eye screening is up to date(.) we’ve done 
04   P:   weight 
05   N:   weight(.)BP(.)told ye about that(.)blood test in three  
06        months time 
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07   P:   right 
08   N:   sorted your prescription so anything else I think we’ve  
09        pretty much covered everything  
10   P:   nice one yeah 
11   N:   yeah do you(.)not have anything else you want to ask me  
12        ok 
13   P:   don’t think so 
14   N:   right marvellous I’ll let Sarah have ye’ ((pointing next  
15        door)) 
16   P:   right ((patient collecting his things)) 
17        (2.0)  
18   P:   right thanks Bev ((standing up)) 
19   N:   you’re welcome 
20   P:   see ye later 
21   N:   all: right have a good ‘oliday 
22   P:   bye 
23   N:   bye bye 	After	a	significant	pause	(line	1)	the	nurse	initiates	the	closing	by	summarizing	what	has	been	done	(White	et	al	1997)	particularly	around	the	tests	which	were	performed	as	part	of	the	patient’s	chronic	check-up	consultation	(lines	2-3).	The	patient	aligns	his	response	to	the	nurse’s	and	collaborates	by	mentioning	an	additional	test	which	was	also	done	(weight	check).	In	lines	5-6	the	nurse	proceeds	to	stating	future	arrangements	specifically	the	recommendation	of	another	blood	test	in	3	months’	time.	The	patient	accepts	the	recommendation	in	line	7.	In	line	11	the	nurse	pursues	the	closing	further	with	a	final	concern	sequence	“anything	else”.	The	patient	responds	in	line	13	with	“I	don’t	think	so”	and	the	nurse	is	satisfied	with	that	response,	hence	proceeding	to	her	next	closing	resource	in	line	14	where	she	produces	a	“right”	followed	immediately	by	a	positive	assessment	(“marvellous”).	The	patient	identifies	the	closure	and	accepts	it	in	line	16.	He	repeats	the	nurse’s	“right”	and	starts	collecting	his	belongings,	again	indicating	that	he	is	getting	ready	to	exit	the	consultation	room.			The	nurse	initiates	the	closing	with	a	“right”	(line	2),	summarising	the	visit	(lines	2-6)	and	producing	a	final	concern	sequence	(line	8).	The	patient	accepts	the	initiation	via	the	summary	in	line	10	(“nice	one,	yeah”).	The	nurse	reiterates	the	
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closing	by	using	another	final	concern	sequence	(line	11)	and	a	positive	assessment	(line	14).	The	patient	accepts	the	final	closure	with	“right”	(line	16)	immediately	followed	by	a	physical	action	of	collecting	his	belongings.			Extract	5.4	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	patient	in	extract	5.4	was	diagnosed	with	type	2	diabetes	a	year	ago.	His	test	results	have	come	back	higher	than	desired	and	there	has	been	discussion	regarding	his	diet	and	its	impact	on	his	high	blood	sugars.	A	course	of	action	has	been	agreed	that	involves	changing	some	of	his	daily	eating	habits.			
01        (1.0) 
02   N:   are we happy then [are 
03   P:                     [yesss 
04   N:   we with uh every[thing  
05   P:                   [yes I do the 
06   N:   that we talked about for now ok [blood test like ye say 
07   P:                                   [I’ll put it on me  
08        calendar  
09   N:   an then we’ll take it from there   
10   P:   I’ll put it on me calendar to uh ring down for an  
11        appointment in mid October 
12   N:   okie doks  
13   P:   an’ we’ll see what happens 
14   N:   yeah yeah more late really just cause we don’t we want to  
15        get rid of these 
16   P:   NO I’ll RING in mid October  
17   N:   yeah ring in mid October  
18   P:   so cause by the time I ring in mid October >it’ll be a week  
19        before I can an appointment anyway< so 
20   N:   yeah it’s true that though cause we don’t want any of these 
21        high blood sugars being on that 
22   P:   no  
23   N:   right [ok    
24   P:         [ok marvellous ((collecting his belongings))  
25   N:   so we’ll take it from there, I’ll take ye through to Sarah  
26        if that’s ok 
27   P:   yeah that’s fine ((starts standing up)) 
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28   N:   thank you for that an’ I’ll see y’ soon ((nurse stands up)) 




01        (1.0) 
02   N:   for now we’ll just leave things as they are with yu with  
03        yer treatment(.)but when we come to do that final test at  
04        the end of the twelve weeks umm that’ll really sort of  
05        decide as to what stage what step we take next time, all  
06        right  
07        (2.0) 
08   N:   err um[mm 
09   P:         [I shall be seeing you next week I think it is for me 
10        ((jab movement)) 
11   N:   oh:: for what ((looking at computer)) 
12        (2.0) 
13   P:   that B one 
14   N:   oh:: for your B twelve(.)right ok 
15   P:   yeah 	All	the	tests	have	been	done,	so	the	nurse	introduces	a	future	action	in	lines	2-5	in	the	form	of	a	recommendation.	This	future	arrangement	sets	the	initiation	of	the	consultation’s	closing	phase	(Schegloff	&	Sacks	1973)	and	she	seeks	an	acceptance	from	the	patient	in	line	5-6	(“All	right”?).	The	patient	does	not	reply	with	the	expected	acceptance	tokens	(e.g.	okay,	all	right,	yeah)	and	there	is	a	significant	pause	in	line	7.	The	patient	has	not	accepted	the	nurse’s	future-	arrangement	sequence	as	a	means	of	creating	a	closing-relevant	environment	(Robinson	2001a).	The	nurse	then	initiates	more	talk	in	line	8	with	some	hesitation	and	the	patient	overlaps	slightly	in	line	9	mentioning	that	she	will	be	coming	in	for	a	jab	next	week,	initiating	another	topic,	but	implicitly	acknowledging	that	the	topic	is	future	arrangements.		This	initiation	of	topic	could	be	seen	as	a	way	of	recognising	the	closure.		According	to	Jefferson	(1983)	
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managing	topic	shifts	is	a	common	practice	when	closing	conversations.	However,	the	closure	does	not	occur	and	there	is	a	further	initiation	from	the	nurse	to	close	the	conversation	by	using	a	final	concern	sequence	(Robinson	2001a)	in	the	extract	below.				Extract	5.6	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01        (2.0) 
02   N:   so anything you need to ask me then about anything  
03        (1.0)  
04   N:   err uhhh  
05        (2.0) 
06   N:   I know we’ve sort of explained along the way haven’t we 
07        (1.0)  
08   P:   no: <I sort of seem> ye kn[ow  
09   N:                             [ok 
10   P:   all right 
11   N:   yeah we seem to be doing all right but we’ll wait for that  
12        final blood test result and everything else is all in place 
13        so when you know with all screening and everything so::  
14   P:   they call me wonder woman >up our end< 
15   N:   do they yeah 
16   P:   she’s ‘ere wonder woman 
17   N:   he he he  
18   P:   ah: I mean uhh all my friends we’re all in they’re all in  
19        eighties like ye know  
20   N:   yeah 
21   P:   and I think I’m fittest of ALL [them  
22   N:                                  [are y’ really well done you 
23   P:   ye know 
24   N:   mm 
25   P:   ye know oh dear oh dear all moaning 
26   N:   it’s a state of mind sometimes isn’t it  
27   P:   [yeah 
28   N:   [it’s a state of mind so 
29   P:   yeah you know you just ger’ on with it can’t do nowt  
30        about it 
31   N:   yeah, it happens to us all in’t it the aging process yeah 
32   P:   yeah I mean me mum lived to be eighty-nine ye’ know 
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33   N:   so you’ve got genes there haven’t you as well 
34   P:   errr uhh  
35        (2.0) 
36   P:   I mean all me brothers both me brothers lived to be eighty  




01        (1.0) 
02   N:   ((exaggerated nod)) right↓ well keep up the good work then  
03        you’re doing well 
04        ((patient stands up to put jacket on)) 
05   P:   no no good moaning you can’t do nowt about it you got to 06        
just ger’ on with it  
07   N:   no(.) it’s good that you don’t  
08        (4.0) ((patient putting on jacket)) 
09   N:   so I shall see you then ok  	The	patient	has	just	finalised	a	story	about	how	her	father	died	of	cancer	when	he	was	very	young.	The	nurse	makes	a	final	initiation	of	closing	after	a	short	silence	(line	1)	with	a	gesture	followed	by	a	“right”.	The	gesture	consists	of	an	exaggerated	nod	which	indicates	affiliation	with	the	patient’s	story	(Stivers	2008)	displaying	an	endorsement	to	it.	However,	in	this	case	the	nod	comes	after	the	story	is	finalised	not	in	mid-storytelling.	Therefore,	indicating	affiliation	to	the	end	of	the	story	or	the	story	as	a	whole.	In	addition,	the	exaggerated	manner	in	which	the	gesture	is	delivered	suggests	an	understanding	that	the	story	is	complete.	This	is	evidenced	by	the	silence	produced	in	line	1	and	lack	of	continuing	talk	by	the	patient.			The	nurse’s	“right”	(line	2)	is	followed	by	a	statement	of	encouragement:	“keep	up	the	good	work”	in	line	2	and	an	assessment:	“you’re	doing	well”	in	line	3.	In	this	instance	the	patient	identifies	and	accepts	the	closure	of	the	consultation,	as	she	physically	stands	up	and	starts	reaching	for	her	jacket	(line	4).	In	line	5	the	patient	provides	a	response	to	the	nurse’s	assessment	in	the	previous	turn	(line	3)	in	the	form	of	a	‘life-style	principle’	(“just	get	on	with	it”).	The	nurse	replies	in	line	7	by	starting	to	compliment	the	patient	however,	her	turn	is	not	grammatically	complete	and	the	patient	starts	putting	her	jacket	on	accepting	the	final	closure.	After	the	patient	has	put	her	jacket	on,	4	seconds	later,	the	nurse	moves	on	to	the	terminal	exchange.		
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	The	nurse	initiates	the	closing	by	using	“right”	(line	2)	followed	by	a	positive	assessment	(line	3).	The	patient	accepts	the	closure	by	physically	standing	up	(line	4).	The	nurse	reiterates	the	closing	by	using	a	positive	assessment	(line	7).	The	patient	accepts	the	final	closure	through	physical	action	of	putting	her	jacket	on	getting	ready	to	leave	(line	8).				Extract	5.8	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	patient	in	the	extract	below	has	only	recently	been	diagnosed	with	type	2	diabetes	(two	months	ago).	She	admits	being	in	denial	about	her	illness.	However,	the	nurse	still	has	performed	the	routine	checks.	Having	completed	these	checks,	the	nurse	is	trying	to	initiate	the	closing	of	the	consultation.	Nevertheless,	the	patient	is	either	not	identifying	this	initiation	of	closure	or	is	not	accepting	the	closure	yet.					
01        (3.0) ((Nurse checking file on computer)) 
02   N:   so we’ve done the two urines as well haven’t we 
03        (1.0) 
04   P:   yeah 
05   N:   yeah so like I say we’ve done [everything 
06   P:                                 [and they were clear 
07   N:   wonderful 
08       (25) ((Nurse typing on computer, updating records)) 
19   N:   these results will be back in a couple of days ok 
10   P:   right  
11   N:   so like I say I can’t imagine it’s jst sud’ly gone sky high  
12        [so we’ll say now 
13   P:   [sure 
14   N:   unless you need us for anything is that we’ll see ye six  
15        monthly if a recall’s not set up already to call ye I’ll  
16        make sure that one’s in now 
17   P:   yeah 
18   N:   so [it’s once a year  
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19   P:      [it’s no point me taking an appointment now cause be  
20        February cause that’s when it’ll be I’ll have forgot 
21   N:   right ok what I’ll do uhhm (0.8) 
22   P:   I came (0.5) the other day  
23   N:   did you(.) you got yer days muddled 
24   P:   muddled frm I got it up on on shelf and I looked and I says 
25        due on the seventh but what they’d put is the eleventh 
26   N:   ohh right  
27   P:   where I were looking 
28   N:                      [from a distance  
29   P:                      [I were looking at were looking at that 
30        the seventh  
31   N:   he he he 
32   P:   yeah 
33   N:   well let me just get yer yer record back up err for yer  
34        medication umm that you’re on yer repeats 
35        (2.0) 
36   N:   what we’ll do is because we send an annual recall out  
37        but we like to see you twice a year  
38   P:   yeah 
39   N:   of which we don’t send a recall out for so what I’ll do is  
40        I’ll update yer medication now for six months(.) so you’ll  
41        see the count down on your repeat side of your  
42        prescription to know how many prescriptions you’ve  
43        got remaining  
44        (1.0) 
45   N:   so does that make sense 
46   P:   uhh I nev I never seen it 
47   N:   so that you know they’re getting down we’re putting a  
48        note saying ye need you’re review then that’s yer  
49        prompt for yer February review 
50   P:   well Boots will tell [me  
51   N:                        [right  
52   P:   I jst leave it to Boots cause they make my prescriptions up 
53   N:   yeah  
54   P:   ye know 
55   N:   so yeah people jog yer memory and if if you don’t see yer  
56        repeat [side  
57   P:          [I believe I owe my life to Boots 
58   N:   do ye 
59   P:   umm because that Clopidogrel that Mary put me on for nine 
60        months  
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61   N:   mm 
62   P:   they kept me on it TWO years here 	Following	a	silence	in	line	1	while	the	nurse	looks	at	the	patient’s	file	on	the	computer,	the	nurse	initiates	the	closing	environment	in	line	2	by	noting	that	the	tests	are	done	and	in	line	5	she	overtly	mentions	that	she	has	“done	everything”.	In	addition,	the	nurse	explains	when	the	results	should	be	back	and	what	to	expect.	In	line	14	the	nurse	initiates	the	closing	again	by	mentioning	the	patient’s	future	appointment,	unless	she	has	any	problems	in	the	interim.	The	patient	replies	in	line	19	with	an	account	detailing	how	she	will	forget	if	she	books	her	next	check-up	appointment	now.	This	becomes	a	topic	and	in	line	22	the	patient	starts	offering	a	narrative	on	how	she	got	the	date	wrong	for	her	previous	appointment.	In	line	33	the	nurse	initiates	a	change	of	topic	by	using	a	turn	initial	“well”.	This	indicates	the	departure	from	the	previous	topic	(Heritage	2015).	She	suggests	reviewing	the	patient’s	prescription	and	in	lines	39-43	she	determines	a	course	of	action	specifically	updating	her	prescription	for	the	next	six	months.	Following	a	silence	in	line	40	the	nurse	requests	an	acceptance	from	the	patient	regarding	her	course	of	action	suggested	in	lines	39-43.	There	is	no	acceptance	from	the	patient,	instead	in	line	46	the	patient	notes	that	she	has	never	seen	the	count	down	on	her	prescriptions,	indicating	that	this	action	will	not	work	for	her.	The	nurse	then	suggests	a	note	on	the	prescription	to	remind	the	patient	of	her	next	review	appointment	in	February	(lines	47-49).	The	patient	notes	in	line	50	that	the	pharmacy	(Boots)	will	remind	her.	The	nurse	aligns	her	response	to	the	patient’s	in	lines	55-56,	however,	in	line	57	the	patient	overlaps	slightly	with	the	nurse	and	initiates	a	new	topic	about	how	the	pharmacy	(Boots)	saved	her	life.	This	narrative	continues	and	the	closing	initiation	is	not	achieved.	Nevertheless,	the	nurse	attempts	another	closing	following	the	patient’s	narrative	in	the	extract	below.			Extract	5.9	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	patient	finally	accepts	the	closure.			
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01   N:   right ok are we all right with everything then so er uh  
02        ((patient starts collecting belongings))  
03        like I say about Thursday half day ring up Friday for  
04        your results and if everything’s all right we’ll see ye in  
05        February you’ll need to come for ye flu jab though in  
06        the meantime(.)>are you having ye flu jab< 
07   P:   ah October  
08   N:   start about October for that so ok is that right  
09   P:   yeah I usually book us both in for that   
10   N:   yeah good stuff so er I’d perhaps see you on a Saturday  
11        clinic for that(.)so:  
12        ((patient stands up)) 




01        (0.8) 
02   N:   so eye screen is done(.)we’ve done yer foot check(.)yer  
03        blood pressure is great(.)weight we’ve discussed(.)yer  
04        blood tests are all all right 
05   P:   yes 
06   N:   umm asthma check we’ve done so is there anything else  
07        that you think I should’ve done that I’ve not done 
08   P:   no I think that’s all int’ it  
09   N:   you just mentioned [tablets 
10   P:                      [just tablets 
11   N:   yeah I’ll update everything there  
12   P:   they seem all right 
13   N:   ok so I don’t think anything’s changed has it 
14   P:   no 
15   N:   I’m just going to look at the screen just run down and an  
16   P:   [yes 
17   N:   [just to make sure everything’s correct  
18   N:   got yer amitriptylin  
19   P:   yes 
20   N:   that ye take at night(.)yer bendroflumethiazide(.)yer  
22        citalopram(.)ye co-codamol(.)yer calcium tablets are on  
23        there 	Following	a	short	pause	in	line	1	the	nurse	initiates	the	closing	by	summarizing	what	has	been	done	particularly	around	the	tests	which	were	performed	as	part	of	the	patient’s	check-up	consultation	(line	2-4).	The	patient	agrees	in	line	5	and	the	nurse	then	provides	a	final	concern	sequence	i.e.	asking	the	patient	if	there	is	anything	else	she	should	have	done.	The	format	“anything	else?”	is	designed	to	
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prefer	a	“no”	response,	hence	its	use	to	terminate	a	conversation	(Heritage	and	Robinson	2006).	The	patient	produces	the	preferred	response	in	line	8:	“no,	I	think	that’s	it,	in’t	it”.	However,	the	nurse	then	recalls	that	the	patient	had	previously	mentioned	her	tablets	which	the	patient	also	recalls	in	overlap	(lines	9	and	10).	This	introduces	a	new	topic	in	terms	of	checking	the	patient’s	medication	and	prescriptions.		In	line	15	the	nurse	explicitly	states	that	she	is	going	to	run	through	all	the	patient’s	medications	to	check	they	are	all	in	order.		She	then	proceeds	to	list	all	the	tablets	needed.	Therefore,	the	consultation	is	not	finalised	and	the	nurse	will	have	to	make	another	attempt	in	closing	the	talk.				Extract	5.11	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	nurse	pursues	the	closing	initiation	having	already	dealt	with	the	previous	topic	about	the	patient’s	tablets	and	this	time	the	patient	accepts	the	closure.			
01   N:   they’re all doing what they’re prescribed for 
02   P:   yes 
03   N:   I’ll update all of those for another six months for you(.)  
04        right marvellous ok and you’re all right for yer  
05        prescription today or do you need it 
06   P:   yes I’m all right  
07   N:   ok that’s great so wonderful   
08   P:   yeh  
09   N:   right so we’ve done everything 
10   P:   right 
11   N:   so we’ll see ye in six month’s time I hope everything  
12        goes well for ye 
13   P:   so do I ((laughs and stands up)) mind you I might be seeing  
14        you in September 








01        (1.0) 
02   N:   ((exaggerated nod)) right↓ well keep up the good work then  
03        you’re doing well 
04        ((patient stands up to put jacket on)) 			
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Extract	5.13		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01        (1.0) 
02   N:   right↓ I think from my perspective that really sums every  
03        everything up have you got any questions for me or any  
04        worries orrr anything 
05   P:   no 
06   N:   no 
07   P:   I’m all right, I’m all right  	Extract	5.14		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   and your urine spe specimen is fine that’s not changed  
02        what so ever so we’re ok on that(.)right↓ anything more I  
03        can for you today 
04   P:   no I don’t think [so  
05   N:                    [do you think we’ve crossed all the t’s  
06        and dotted all the i’s 
07   P:   yeah 	Extract	5.15	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   P:   yeah the sheets that lady gave me is that them  
02   N:   yeah there 
03        (2.0) 
04   P:   mm ((getting things together)) 
05   N:   right↓ thank you we’ve covered everything haven’t we 
06   P:   yeah  
07   N:   ok ((patient walks out of room and goes next door)) 	Extract	5.16		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01       (5.0) 
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02   N:   right↓ so we’ve done urines(.)we’ve done foot check(.)  
03        your eye screening is up to date(.)we’ve done 
04   P:   weight 
05   N:   weight(.)BP(.)told ye about that(.)blood test in three  
06        months’ time 	Extract	5.17		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   yeah do you(.)not have anything else you want to ask me  
02        ok 
03   P:   don’t think so 
04   N:   right↓ marvellous I’ll let Sarah have ye’ ((pointing next  
05        door)) 
	Extract	5.18		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		It	is	not	only	the	nurse	that	produces	“right”	in	order	to	indicate	closure.	In	line	3	and	5	the	patient	also	indicates	closure	with	“right”.			
01   N:   right↓ marvellous I’ll let Sarah have ye’ ((pointing next  
02        door)) 
03   P:   right↓ ((patient collecting his things)) 
04        (2.0)  
05   P:   right↓ thanks Bev ((standing up)) 
06   N:   you’re welcome 	Extract	5.19			(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   yeah it’s true that though cause we don’t want any of these 
02        high blood sugars being on that 
03   P:   no  
04   N:   right↓ [ok    
05   P:          [ok marvellous ((collecting his belongings))  
06   N:   so we’ll take it from there 
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	Extract	5.20		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   right↓ ok are we all right with everything then so er uh  
02        ((patient starts collecting belongings))  	Extract	5.21	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   right↓ so we’ve done everything 
02   P:   right 
03   N:   so we’ll see ye in six months’ time I hope everything  
04        goes well for ye 




01        (1.0) 
02   N:   ((exaggerated nod)) right↓ well keep up the good work then  
03        you’re doing well 
04        ((patient stands up to put jacket on)) 
	Extract	5.23	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   P:   I’m all right(.)I’m all right  
02   N:   ok ummm so:: carry on as you are doing basically umm  
03        you know where to find me if there is a problem any  
04        trouble be yer diabetes(.)feet(.)breathing 	Extract	5.24		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   do you think we’ve crossed all the t’s and dotted all the  
02        i’s 
03   P:   ye[ah 
04   N:     [as the saying goes all right that’s lovely I’ll take     
05        you through back to Sarah then  	Extract	5.25		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   yeah do you(.) not have anything else you want to ask me  
02        ok 
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03   P:   don’t think so 
04   N:   right↓ marvellous I’ll let Sarah have ye’ 	Extract	5.26		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   P:   yeah I usually book us both in for that   
02   N:   yeah good stuff so er I’d perhaps see you on a Saturday  
03        clinic for that(.)so:  
04        ((patient stands up)) 	Extract	5.27		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   I’ll update all of those for another six months for you  
02        right↓ marvellous ok and you’re all right for yer  
03        prescription today or do you need it 
04   P:   yes I’m all right  
05   N:   ok that’s great so wonderful   
06   P:   yeh  	Positive	assessments	are	not	only	used	by	the	nurse,	they	are	also	used	by	the	patients	in	the	closing	phase	of	the	consultations.	For	instance:		Extract	5.28		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   yeah it’s true that though cause we don’t want any of  
02        these high blood sugars being on that 
03   P:   no  
04   N:   right↓ [ok    
05   P:          [ok marvellous  ((collecting his belongings))  
06   N:   so we’ll take it from there 	In	line	5	it	is	the	patient	that	provides	an	evaluation	following	the	nurse’s	“right	ok”	in	the	previous	turn	(line	4).	
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		Extract	5.29	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   sorted your prescription so anything else I think we’ve  
02        pretty much covered everything  
03   P:   nice one yeah 	In	line	3	the	patient	provides	a	positive	assessment	as	a	means	of	acknowledging	that	everything	has	indeed	been	covered	satisfactorily.			These	assessments	are	similar	to	what	Antaki	et	al	(2000)	refer	to	as	turn	initial	high-grade	assessments.	In	his	paper,	positive	assessments	produced	by	interviewers	after	answers	from	interviewees	were	analysed.	It	was	demonstrated	that	these	assessments	mark	a	transition	from	one	topic	to	another	rather	than	merely	assessing	a	response,	which	makes	them	talk-oriented	instead	of	content	oriented.		In	further	work	on	positive	assessments	Antaki	et	al	(2000)	argues	that	they	not	only	have	the	function	of	positively	reviewing	the	visit,	they	also	signal	a	closing	that	might	have	been	previously	‘suspended’.	Hence	their	occurrence	during	the	closing	phase.	Correspondingly	to	the	data	in	Antaki	(2000)	this	study	demonstrates	that	some	of	the	positive	assessments	occur	as	a	way	of	resuming	the	initial	closing	sequence.				The	data	in	this	study	shows	that	positive	assessments	can	be	used	as	a	closing	resource.	They	signal	a	transition	from	one	topic	to	another	and	can	be	used	as	a	resource	to	reinitiate	a	closing	that	has	been	previously	suspended.	Furthermore,	their	function	of	assessing	and	reviewing	is	also	conducive	to	closing,	as	one	of	the	ways	in	which	physicians	initiate	the	closing	phase	of	the	consultations	is	by	summarising	and	reviewing	the	visit.	In	these	cases	using	a	positive	assessment	would	be	an	effective	way	of	displaying	a	positive	summary	of	the	visit	as	well	as	indicating	closing.		
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5.3 NON	IDENTIFICATION	OR	ACCEPTANCE	OF	CLOSURE		Despite	the	use	of	several	different	closing	resources	(White	et	al	1997)	there	are	cases	where	patients	either	do	not	identify	or	do	not	accept	the	closing	phase	of	the	consultation	and	until	they	do	the	physician	will	have	to	make	several	attempts	to	pursue	the	closure.			Extracts	5.30-5.32	demonstrate	that	patients	sometimes	do	not	recognise	or	accept	the	nurse’s	closing	and	instead,	resist	the	closing	with	a	non-acceptance	or	shift	to	another	topic.		Extract	5.30	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01        (2.0) 
02   N:   so anything you need to ask me then about anything  
03        (1.0)  
04   N:   err uhhh  
05        (2.0) 
06   N:   I know we’ve sort of explained along the way haven’t we 
07        (1.0)  
 
 The	patient	does	not	provide	a	response	to	the	final	concern	sequence	initiated	by	the	nurse.	Instead	there	is	some	resistance	via	the	use	of	silence	in	lines	3,	5	and	the	more	silence	in	line	7.		Extracts	5.31		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   yeah we seem to be doing all right but we’ll wait for that  
02        final blood test result and everything else is all in place 
03        so when you know with all screening and everything so::  
04   P:   they call me wonder woman >up our end< 





01   N:   right↓ well keep up the good work you’re doing well 
02   P:   no no good moaning you can’t do nowt about it you got to  
03        just get on with it  
04   N:   no(.)it’s good that you don’t  
05        (1.0) ((patient putting on jacket)) 
06   N:   so I shall see you then on  	The	patient	has	finally	accepted	the	closure	after	several	attempts	from	the	nurse.	This	is	evidenced	by	the	patient’s	action	of	standing	up	and	starting	to	put	her	jacket	on	in	line	5	indicating	that	she	is	getting	ready	to	leave.			Extract	5.32		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   so that you know they’re getting down we are putting a  
02        note saying ye need you’re review then that’s yer  
03        prompt for yer February review 
04   P:   well Boots will tell [me  
05   N:            [right  
06   P:   I jst leave it to Boots cause they make my prescriptions up 
07   N:   yeah  
08   P:   ye know 
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09   N:   so yeah people jog yer memory and if if you don’t see yer  
10        repeat [side  
11   P:       [I believe I owe my life to Boots 
12   N:   do ye 	In	line	1	the	nurse	is	finalising	future	arrangements	for	the	patient’s	next	review.	The	patient	will	be	reminded	of	her	next	appointment	via	her	prescription.	In	line	4	the	patient	accepts	the	arrangement	and	in	lines	9-10	the	nurse	agrees.	However,	the	conversation	does	not	conclude,	the	patient	does	not	accept	the	final	arrangement	as	closure	and	shifts	to	another	topic,	mentioning	an	account	where	the	pharmacy	saved	her	life	in	line	11.			She	proceeds	with	her	account	for	over	1	minute	and	eventually	after	some	laughter	from	both	speakers	the	nurse	attempts	to	reinitiate	the	suspended	closing	by	producing	a	“right”.		
01   N:   right↓ ok are we all right with everything then so er uh  
02        ((patient starts collecting belongings))  
03        like I say about Thursday half day ring up Friday for  
04        your results and if everything’s all right we’ll see ye in  
05        February you’ll need to come for ye flue jab though in  
06        the meantime >are you having ye flue jab< 
07   P:   ah October  
08   N:   start about October for that so ok is that right  
09   P:   yeah I usually book us both in for that   
10   N:   yeah good stuff so er I’d perhaps see you on a Saturday  
11        clinic for that(.)so:  
12        ((patient stands up)) 
13   N:   I’ll take you through(.)Sarah’s just next door 	The	patient	finally	accepts	the	closure	evidenced	by	her	action	of	collecting	her	belongings	in	line	2,	and	getting	ready	to	exit	the	consultation	room.	There	is	some	further	talk	about	future	arrangements	while	the	patient	is	collecting	her	things,	and	then	she	stands	up	in	line	12.			
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There	are	also	cases	where	the	closing	phase	of	the	consultation	has	started,	but	the	final	concern	sequence	(“anything	else?”)	does	not	serve	the	purpose	of	closing	and	instead	opens	up	a	question	or	a	new	topic,	as	per	the	extracts	5.33	and	5.34	below.			Extract	5.33		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   umm asthma check we’ve done so is there anything else  
02        that you think I should’ve done that I’ve not done 
03   P:   no I think that’s all int’ it  
04   N:   you just mentioned [tablets 
05   P:          [just tablets 
06   N:   yeah I’ll update everything there  
07   P:   they seem all right 
08   N:   ok so I don’t think anything’s changed has it 
09   P:   no 
10   N:   I’m just going to look at the screen just run down and 		The	nurse’s	question	“is	there	anything	else”	in	lines	1-2	does	not	result	in	the	closing	of	the	consultation,	but	in	a	check	of	all	the	patient’s	tablets	and	a	full	update	of	these	on	her	file,	including	a	concern	from	the	patient	as	to	the	number	of	tablets	she	is	taking	and	how	she	would	like	to	reduce	these.	After	checking	all	the	tablets	on	the	patient’s	prescription	and	updating	them	for	the	next	6	months	the	nurse	attempts	a	closure	by	the	use	of	a	positive	assessment	followed	by	a	“right”.		
01   N:   I’ll update all of those for another six months for you  
02        right↓ marvellous ok and you’re all right for yer  
03        prescription today or do you need it 
04   P:   yes I’m all right  
05   N:   ok that’s great so wonderful   
06   P:   yeh  
07   N:   right↓ so we’ve done everything 
08   P:   right 
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09   N:   so we’ll see ye in six months’ time I hope everything  
10        goes well for ye 
11   P:   so do I ((laughs and stands up)) mind you I might be seeing  
12        you in September 
13   N:   yeah I’ll see you September 	The	patient	agrees	on	the	closure	in	line	8	by	also	using	“right”	and	in	line	11	she	stands	up	getting	ready	to	leave	the	consultation	room.			Extracts	5.34		(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01        (2.0) 
02   N:   anything else  
03        (2.0)  
04   N:   you thought I were gonna do and I’ve not done it or  
05        uhhh you wanted to ask 
06   P:   no: uhh what were my bloods 
07   N:   thee:  
08   P:   last 
09   N:   blood result was seventy-five on the HbA1c 
10   P:   oh right 
11   N:   yeah 
12        (1.0) 
13   N:   so ye know if you want one re-checking umm in three  
14        months you’re more that welcome to 
15   P:   yeah 
16   N:   get another blood test so if you can tweak any 	The	nurse	initiates	the	closing	with	the	final	concern	sequence	“anything	else”	in	line	2.	The	patient	starts	her	turn	with	the	preferred	response	“no”.	However,	she	hesitates	and	proceeds	by	asking	what	was	her	last	blood	count.	The	nurse	responds	in	line	9	with	the	last	blood	result	as	requested	by	the	patient:	Seventy-	five.	This	figure	is	a	high	reading	for	a	diabetic	patient	and	the	patient	accepts	the	information	with	an:	“oh	right”.	This	“oh	“acknowledges	the	information	given	as	new	and	acts	like	a	‘change	of	state	token’	(Heritage,	1998).	There	is	a	pause	and	the	nurse	recommends	a	course	of	action	to	try	and	improve	the	
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patient’s	next	blood	test	(line	13).	This	becomes	a	new	topic	and	therefore	consultation	is	not	closed.						After	discussing	a	potential	new	blood	test	the	nurse	tries	to	change	the	topic	and	reinitiate	the	closure	by	producing	a	“right”	in	line	2.			
01   P:   yeah I think so  
02   N:   right↓ and you’re all right for yer prescriptions are we up 
03        to date 
04   P:   umm  
05   N:   on those you’re not quite due yet are ye 
06   P:   no: next week 
07   N:   >they’re not coming on screen anyway<   
08   P:   but then I’ve got to take some cause I’m away for-  
09   N:   ok your Anne will sort ye will she 
10   P:   °yeah 
11   N:   okie dokie 
12   P:   ok ((gathering her belongings)) 
13   N:   right lovely 
14   P:   nice to see you 
15   N:   and you:  	Having	reviewed	the	blood	tests	and	arranged	for	another	test	the	patient	accepts	the	closure	of	the	consultation	in	line	12	by	gathering	her	belongings	indicating	that	she	is	getting	ready	to	leave.				Initiating	and	reiterating	closing	within	routine	diabetic	consultations	is	a	useful	resource	for	practitioners	to	use	when	wanting	to	close	a	consultation	successfully.	It	provides	a	clear	warrant	of	the	closing,	avoiding	any	ambiguity	about	whether	the	visit	is	being	terminated	or	not.	It	also	gives	patients	space	to	ask	questions	or	raise	unmet	concerns	between	the	initiation	and	the	reiteration.	Once	the	closing	has	been	accepted	participants	can	proceed	with	the	terminal	exchange.	However,	the	data	shows	that	in	some	of	these	consultations	the	terminal	exchange	is	noticeably	absent	as	per	discussed	in	the	next	sections	(5.3.1	and	5.3.2).		
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5.3.1 INFERRED	TERMINAL	EXCHANGE		The	literature	on	closing	medical	consultations	(Schegloff	and	Sacks	1973,	White	et	al	1997,	West	2006)	suggests	that	talk	generally	ends	with	a	terminal	exchange	between	the	physician	and	the	patient.	Nevertheless,	this	study	demonstrates	that	in	some	cases	the	terminal	exchange	is	inferred	and	not	realised	by	the	participants	resembling	casual	conversations	as	per	the	3	extracts	below	(5.35-5.40).				Extract	5.35	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	patient	has	accepted	the	closure,	he	has	stood	up	and	is	putting	his	jacket	on.			
01:       (4.0) 
02   N:   I’m just going to take you through to Sarah now(.)just next 
03        door(.)ye know the lady that you saw earlier  
04   P:   yeah 
05        (3.0) ((nurse stands up)) 
06   N:   just round the corner here((pointing outside to the right)) 
07        (2.0)((Patient walks out)) 
08   N:   ye ok 
09   P:   right dear 
10        ((nurse shut the door and sits back down))  	The	patient	walks	out	of	the	consultation	room	as	she	is	directed	to	meet	the	researcher	in	the	adjacent	room.	In	line	8	the	nurse	asks	if	he	is	“ok”	and	the	patient	replies	in	line	9.	However,	there	is	no	exchange	of	good	byes.	The	patient	does	not	offer	a	“goodbye”	in	line	9	hence,	no	goodbye	from	the	nurse.	Nonetheless	this	does	not	seem	troublesome	for	the	interaction.	In	terms	of	the	turn	taking	machinery	there	is	no	terminal	exchange,	neither	of	the	parties	offer	a	‘goodbye’	therefore,	there	is	an	implied	terminal	exchange.					
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Extract	5.36	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	nurse	has	just	finalised	reviewing	the	patient’s	prescriptions.				
01   N:  as the saying goes >all right that’s lovely< I’ll take you  
02       through back to Sarah then if that’s ok  
03   P:   yeah	
04   N:   there’s yer prescriptions and uhh I’ll see you soon 
05   P:   right↓ ((patients stands up)) 
06   N:   all right are you ok 
07   P:   yeah the sheets that lady gave me is that them 
08   N:   yeah ((handing over the papers)) 
09        (2.0) 
10   P:   °uhh 
11   N:   right↓ thank you we’ve covered everything haven’t we 
12   P:   yeah ((patient leaves the room and goes next door))		The	patient	has	accepted	the	closure	and	starts	getting	ready	to	leave	evidenced	in	line	5	by	her	standing	up.	The	patient	gathers	her	belongings	including	some	paperwork	(line	5).	In	line	11	the	nurse	thanks	the	patient	and	double	checks	that	everything	has	been	done.	The	patient	replies	in	line	10	with	a	“yeah”	and	exists	the	consultation	room.	Similarly	to	extract	8.1	there	is	an	implicit	terminal	exchange	both	parties	withhold	the	‘goodbyes’.			Extract	5.37	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	nurse	has	reiterated	the	closure	by	providing	a	future	arrangement.			
01   N:   yeah good stuff so er I’d perhaps see you on a Saturday  
02        clinic for that(.)so I’ll take ye through Sarah is jst next  
03        door just in the side room 
04        ((Patient stands up, nurse follows)) 
05   N:   Thanks Joan 
06   P:   all right dear 
07        (2.0) 
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08   N:   ok you’ll just see her in ‘ere ((nurse pointing to the  
09        right from the doorway)) 
10   P:   yes I saw her when [I came in 
11   N:                      [ahh did you when you came in all right 
12        ((nurse goes back into consultation room and shuts the 
door)) 	The	patient	accepts	the	closure	and	stands	up	in	line	4.	The	nurse	immediately	follows	and	indicates	where	the	patient	needs	to	go	next	(next	door).		The	patient	provides	an	account	noting	that	she	is	aware	where	she	needs	to	be	as	she	has	seen	the	researcher	in	the	side	room	on	her	way	in.	Likewise	in	the	other	examples,	there	is	no	goodbye	from	the	nurse	or	from	the	patient,	instead	there	is	an	inferred	terminal	exchange.			The	implicit	terminal	exchange	is	present	in	consultations	where	the	nurse	has	instructed	the	patients	to	proceed	to	the	adjacent	room	to	see	the	researcher	Sarah	for	the	semi-structured	interview.		This	occurs	after	the	patient	has	accepted	the	closure	and	is	getting	ready	to	exit	the	nurse’s	consultation	room.	In	cases	where	the	nurse	does	not	instruct	the	patients	to	proceed	next	door	there	is	an	explicit	terminal	exchange	as	shown	in	the	next	section.		
5.3.2 EXPLICIT	TERMINAL	EXCHANGE			Exchange	of	‘goodbyes’	in	these	routine	diabetic	consultations	occurs	when	the	visit	is	brought	to	an	end	without	further	instructions	for	the	patients	to	continue	next	door	for	a	semi-structured	interview.			Extract	5.38	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	patient	has	accepted	the	closure	and	is	already	standing	up	ready	to	leave.			
01   N:   wonderful I’m sure if you do that you’ll be back to well  
02        within the limits ((nurse stands up)) 
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03   P:   right ok thank you 
04   N:   right cheers, just be wary with uhh (pointing at the tripod 
05        cable on the floor)   
06   P:   right 
07   N:   floor, all right see ye’ then 
08   P:   see ye’ 
09   N:   bye 
 
 In	line	3	the	patient	thanks	the	nurse	for	the	consultation	and	the	nurse	responds	with	another	thank	you	“cheers”.	In	line	7	the	nurse	proceeds	to	the	terminal	exchange	and	offers	a	“see	ye	then”	as	a	way	of	saying	goodbye.	The	patient	replies	accordingly	with	“see	ye”	and	the	nurse	reiterates	her	goodbye	with	“bye”	in	line	9.	In	this	interaction	the	nurse	does	not	ask	the	patient	to	proceed	next	door.	Instead	there	is	a	terminal	exchange	which	is	explicit	and	it	occurs	after	the	closure.			Extract	5.39	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	nurse	has	finalised	all	the	checks,	initiated	the	closing	and	is	now	reiterating	the	closing.			
01   N:   yeah do you(.)not have anything else you want to ask me ok 
02   P:   don’t think so  
03        (2.0)  
04   P:   right↓ thanks Kay 
05   N:   you’re welcome 
06   P:   right↓ ((patient collecting his things)) 
07        (2.0)  
08   P:   right↓ thanks Bev ((standing up)) 
09   N:   you’re welcome 
10   P:   see ye later 
11   N:   all right have a good ‘oliday 
12   P:   bye 
13   N:   bye bye 	
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The	patient	accepts	the	closing	in	line	4	and	subsequently	in	line	6	by	producing	“right”	indicating	a	shift	and	by	physically	collecting	his	belongings.	The	nurse	does	not	indicate	at	this	point	to	proceed	next	door.	Instead	there	is	another	thank	you	by	the	patient	in	line	8	as	he	stands	up	followed	by	an	explicit	terminal	exchange	in	line	10	“see	ye	later”.	The	nurse	replies	with	“have	a	good	holiday”	and	in	turn	the	patient	produces	“bye”	(line	12).	This	is	followed	by	the	nurse’s	“bye	bye”	in	line	13.	Hence	applying	an	adjacency	pair	sequence	to	the	terminal	exchange.			Extract	5.40	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	patient	has	already	accepted	the	closure	and	is	gathering	her	belongings.			
01   N:   nice to see you 
02   P:   and you  
03        (1.0) ((sorting some papers in her bag)) 
04   P:   ye mum all right 
05   N:   yeah she’s fine thank you she’s off to India with a friend 
06        she doesn’t let the grass grown green >bless her she does  
07        well> she’s seventy seven tomorrow 
08   P:   oh right good for her ((standing up)) 
09   N:   right↓ you take care 
10   P:   ok 
11   N:   all right see ye then 
12   P:   thank you 
13   N:   bye bye 
14   P:   bye 


































01   N:   well↓ your blood pressure is fine ok(.) (.hhh) you were  
02        doing all right on yu on yu last one really but I just  
03        wanted to make sure that I didn’t drop your blood  
04        pressure too low it’s all right us starting this medication 
05        and then it dropping your blood pressure too low that  
06        you’ve got ah ah a worry of fe feeling dizzy an an uh  
07        falling over but your blood pressure is ok today (.hhh)  
08        (1.0)(hhh) 
09   N:   if you start to feel like that that when you stand up you 
10        know that movement of bringing 
11   P:   [yes 
12   N:   [your head up 
13   P:   um yes 
14   N:   you feel light headed [and dizzy  
15   P:                         [yes 
16   N:   come back and see me because really after we’ve sort of  
17        seen you these few uhhmm frequent visits we’ll be leaving  
18        you for six months so obviously we’ll not be monitoring it 
19        then 	The	nurse	explains	one	of	the	risks	i.e.	feeling	dizzy	and	falling	over	if	her	blood	pressure	were	to	drop	too	low	(lines	6-7).	The	patient	does	not	reply	or	overlap	leaving	the	nurse	to	carry	on.	The	nurse	continues	her	talk	by	giving	an	account	of	a	hypothetical	situation	the	patient	could	face	followed	by	a	recommendation	should	it	happen.	The	hypothetical	risky	situation	is	introduced	by	the	conjunction	‘if’	(line	9).	The	account	refers	to	how	the	patient	could	feel	with	very	low	blood	pressure,	specifically	the	light-headedness	when	bringing	her	head	up.	The	patient	agrees	with	this	particular	example	and	acknowledges	the	nurse’s	account	(lines	13	and	15).		The	if-conditional	in	line	9	“if	you	start	to	feel	[…]”	is	followed	by	an	imperative	in	line	16,	“come	back	and	see	me”	indicating	the	recommendation.	It	is	a	directive	from	the	nurse	for	the	patient	to	do	something	i.e.	come	back	and	see	her,	if	she	feels	light	headed,	which	is	the	condition	its	dependent	on.	The	
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request	in	this	interaction	appears	to	be	more	of	a	telling	than	an	asking,	since	there	is	little	room	for	patient	refusal.	The	nurse’s	use	of	the	imperative	form	enables	her	to	exhibit	entitlement	to	direct	the	recipient’s	action	(Craven	and	Potter	2010).		The	risk	mentioned	by	the	nurse	in	lines	6-7	is	explicit.	She	specifically	says	“feeling	dizzy	and	falling	over”.	It	is	possible	for	the	patient	to	experience	these	symptoms	since	she	is	now	taking	an	increased	dose	of	her	medication.	This	account	is	quickly	followed	by	the	importance	of	coming	back	to	the	surgery	if	the	patient	does	feel	lightheaded,	as	she	will	not	be	monitored	for	a	while.		The	risk	of	becoming	dizzy	and	falling	over	is	used	as	a	means	for	the	patient	to	take	action	in	becoming	more	vigilant	as	she	will	not	be	monitored.		This	risk	and	recommendation	is	presented	by	using	an	if-conditional	(line	9)	in	the	format:	if-conditional	+	recommendation.		Extract	6.2	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	extract	below	follows	extract	6.1	chronologically.	The	nurse	has	previously	explained	symptoms	to	look	out	for	in	order	to	prevent	the	risk	of	falling	over	due	to	low	blood	pressure.			
01   N:   […] so you know if you feel like that do come back an uhmm 
02        we’ll have a check of it all right(.)so you can pop that  
03        sleeve back 
04   P:   oh right(.)he he are we done 
05   N:   yeh		In	line	1	the	nurse	repeats	the	if-conditional	(“if	you	feel	like	that”)	followed	by	the	imperative	(“do	come	back”)	and	subsequently	a	further	recommendation	of	checking	everything	is	in	order.	She	proposes	a	course	of	action	in	case	the	if-condition	occurs.	However,	in	this	turn	the	nurse	does	seek	some	acceptance	from	the	directive	given	to	the	patient	in	line	1	by	saying	“all	right?”	(line	2).	It	is	not	clear	if	the	nurse	is	seeking	acceptance	to	the	recommendation	“do	come	
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back”	or	to	the	further	recommendation	“we’ll	have	a	check	of	it”	or	both.	Nevertheless,	the	nurse’s	utterance	“all	right”	does	not	allow	for	the	possibility	of	acceptance	or	refusal	as	it	is	immediately	followed	by	“so	you	can	pop	that	sleeve	back”.	There	is	no	further	pursuit	from	the	nurse	for	an	explicit	response	to	her	“all	right”	from	the	patient.			The	risk	mentioned	is	a	potential	low	blood	pressure	moment	that	could	cause	the	patient	to	fall	over.	The	action	intended	by	mentioning	this	risk	is	for	the	patient	to	be	vigilant	and	to	come	back	and	see	the	nurse	if	she	feels	lightheaded.	The	risk	and	subsequent	recommendation	is	introduced	by	an	if-conditional	in	line	1	and	takes	the	format:	if-conditional	+	recommendation.			Extract	6.3	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	patient	has	previously	mentioned	a	decline	in	his	appetite	and	the	nurse	is	informing	him	about	the	potential	risk	of	not	eating	with	the	medication	he	is	currently	taking,	as	it	could	cause	a	‘hypo’	(Hypoglycemic	episode).		
01   N:   but the Glimepiride that you’re on it’s important as I was 
02        mentioning that you have your three meals a day cause that 
03        will bring your blood sugars down(.) no matter what  
04   P:   yeah 
05   N:   so that will work so if you’re not putting any energy back 
06        in you have that potential for your blood sugars to keep  
07        carrying on going down and down 
08   P:   yeah 
09   N:   an this is where we ‘ave >ye heard of the term of a hypo<  
10        when diabetics have a hypo that means that they’re having a 
11        low blood sugar (.hhh) 
12   P:   yeah 
13   N:   so it’s important that °you uhhh (0.5) 
14   P:   or sometimes you’ve got to eat chocolates haven’t ye 
15   N:   well this is what people have to have sometimes if their  




01   N:   the best thing for you if you’re ever out and about and  
02        you’ve missed yer lunch and you’re staring to feel a bit  
03        strange a bit lightheaded some people start sweating ummm 
04        they get a bit confused a bit unsteady always presume it’s 
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05        yer blood sugars that’s on the low side an’ if you c’n jst 
06        stop at a café and just get yer lunch then do that  
07   P:   yeah 
 	In	lines	1-6	the	nurse	mentions	potential	symptoms	that	could	indicate	and	help	identify	a	hypo.	The	risky	symptoms	of	a	hypo	are	introduced	by	an	if-conditional	in	line	1-4	(if	you	are	feeling	strange,	light	headed,	sweating,	unsteady).	The	if-clause	is	followed	by	the	action	“always	presume	it’s	your	blood	sugars”	in	line	4	and	then	she	gives	a	further	recommendation	of	what	to	do	in	lines	5-6	also	via	an	if-clause.	This	if-conditional	uses	a	modal	‘can’,	“if	you	can	stop	at	a	cafe…”	(line	5)	and	then	she	produces	the	directive	“do	that”	(line	6).		By	introducing	a	modal	form,	the	suggestion	is	less	direct	and	offers	the	patient	choice	in	terms	of	stopping	at	a	cafe	if	possible,	acknowledging	that	it	might	not	always	be	feasible.	The	patient	responds	with	a	continuer	“yeah”	in	line	7.		The	risk	is	introduced	by	the	nurse	in	line	1	with	an	if-conditional	which	is	then	followed	by	the	nurse’s	recommendation	(lines	4-6)	following	the	format:	if-conditional	+	recommendation.			Extract	6.5	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		One	of	the	routine	checks	within	the	patient’s	consultation	is	a	foot	check.	The	nurse	is	checking	the	patient’s	feet	and	she	had	previously	mentioned	that	podiatry	suggests	filing	toenails	instead	of	cutting	them.	Feet	should	be	checked	for	any	sores,	as	well	as	monitoring	their	circulation	in	order	to	avoid	any	problems	that	could	lead	to	potential	amputation.		
01   N:   yes ai well if you file ‘em just twice a week they say  
02        that’s all you need to do without cutting it cause it’s  
03        less chance of you causing any (0.4)  
04   P:   aah 
05   N:   sort of trauma to them  




01   N:   if you notice any sort of sores on em or anything that  
02        you’re concerned of Bob let us (0.5) know straight away  
03        (0.5) the foot clinic at the Hallamshire the diabetic foot 
04        clinic are keen that we refer anybody (0.5) 
05   P:   yeah 
06   N:   quite quickly 	In	line	1	the	nurse	introduces	another	if-conditional:	“If	you	notice	any	sores	on	them”,	followed	by	the	directive:	“let	us	know	straight	away”.		There	is	a	short	pause	in	line	3,	however,	the	patient	does	not	take	the	turn	and	the	nurse	starts	an	account	providing	a	further	explanation	justifying	her	directive	(lines	3-4).	There	is	another	pause	in	line	4	at	the	end	of	nurse’s	turn,	the	patient	identifies	the	transition	relevance	place	and	produces	the	token	“yeah”	(line	5).		The	risk	of	potential	sores	is	indicated	by	an	if-conditional	in	line	1	and	the	recommendation	of	letting	the	practice	know	straight	away	follows	in	line	2	(if-conditional	+	recommendation).			
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Extract	6.7	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	patient	in	extract	6.7	has	mentioned	that	she	has	lost	her	appetite	and	is	not	eating	properly.	The	results	from	her	HbA1c	test,	which	measures	the	average	blood	sugar	levels,	have	come	back	high	and	the	nurse	is	discussing	future	options	in	terms	of	potential	treatment	to	manage	this	rise.				
01   N:   we would normally at this stage now add in another tablet 
02        from a different family basically 
03   P:   mm hum 
04   N:   now the worry with that other tablet is(.)it has the  
05        potential as we mentioned earlier to drop your blood sugars 
06        down(0.5)and cause what we call a hypo the low blood sugars  
07   P:   mm 
08   N:   now that worries me from my perspective is because if you 
09        take that tablet but then you don’t have anything to eat  
10        that tablet is gonna work and work and work but it’s not  
11        getting any fuel back in an we run a risk then of you 
12   P:   yeah 
13   N:   collapsing and going unconscious really worse case scenario  
14        (1.0)  
15   N:    (.hhhh) so it’s really where do we go from here (0.5)  
16        like ideally it’s uhh it’s deciding I guess whether part of 
17        you feeling unwell an this lack of appetite an certainly  
18        when people are unwell and they’re poorly and even if  
19        they’re not eating it can tend to make your blood sugars go 
20        up  





01   N:   […] maybe have another blood test done and then see if  
02        things have settled back down  
03   P:                   [yeah 
04   N:                   [to where they were uhh and  
05        then from there is umm if it’s still high we’re going to  
06        have to get yer in the habit of having regular meals  
07        because  
08   P:   yeah 
09   N:   I daren’t increase your treatment until I know that you’re 
10        eating umm 
11   P:   um hum 
12   N:   eating eating adequately  
13   P:   yeah 
14   N:   how do you feel about that 
15   P:   yeah  
16   N:   yeah 
17   P:   I mean  
18        (2.0)  
19   P:   it’s not that I don’t want to eat it’s just (0.5) I don’t  




01   N:   ye know and I’ll I’ll stress again with the importance of 
02        ye going to your allotment with something to treat a low  
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03        blood sugar with even if you don’t take your machine with 
04        you if you start to feel funny ye presume that it’s a low 
05        blood sugar and ye get something to eat 
06   P:   ((nod)) 
07   N:   so ye must always even if you leave some biscuits there ye 
08        know 	The	nurse	explains	in	lines	1-3	the	importance	of	having	something	to	treat	a	potential	low	blood	sugar	moment	and	in	line	4	she	introduces	the	risk	of	a	hypo	with	an	if-conditional.	The	conditional:	“if	you	start	to	feel	funny”	is	followed	by	the	recommendation	of	presuming	it	is	low	blood	sugar	and	ultimately	followed	by	another	recommendation	in	the	form	of	an	imperative	“get	something	to	eat”.	The	patient	provides	a	minimal	response	in	the	form	of	a	nod	in	line	6	and	the	nurse	carries	on	with	her	talk	in	line	7.			The	nurse	is	using	the	risk	of	a	hypo	expressed	via	the	if-conditional	in	line	4	as	a	way	of	persuading	the	patient	in	carrying	something	to	eat	to	prevent	a	low	blood	sugar	moment	while	he	is	working	on	his	allotment.	The	risk	is	presented	with	an	if-conditional	followed	by	the	recommendation	of	getting	something	to	eat	(if-conditional	+	recommendation)		Extract	6.10	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		Extract	6.10	follows	extract	6.9	chronologically.	The	nurse	is	trying	to	persuade	the	patient	to	change	his	medication	i.e.	reduce	the	dosage	it	in	order	to	avoid	potential	risky	hypos.			
01   N:   so it would be wise that if you’re starting feeling a bit 
02        like that because you’re on yer gliclizide and it could ke’ 
03        ye know >that’ll work and work and work no matter what<  
04        whereas your metformin doesn’t have the same effect so it 
05        would be advisable for you to umm ye know like I say have 
06        some something to eat 
07   P:   metformin doesn’t have the same effect(.) what 
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08   N:   no(.)it’s good for your diabetes control and it’s got a lot 
09        of good things about it but it doesn’t have the potential 
10        to have your blood sugars in yer boots(.)yer gliclazide and 
11        insulin does  




01   N:   and do you drive as well 
02   P:   yeah 
03   N:   so yeah you could potentially be getting behind the wheel 
04        of your car with a blood sugar under the five millimoles  
05        which ye know ye the DVLA say that ye know ye shouldn’t be 
06        doing that and if they say ye know they might come to you 
07        and say look ye know can you prove your blood sugars are  
08        all above the five and that you’re testing before ye drive 
09        so you could be in breach of ye ye driving license as well 
10        with that so 
11   P:   o::h 
12   N:   ok so there’s a whole sort of 
13   W:   mm 
14   N:   a °ray of  
15   P:   so I’ll do an eighty and a f’ 
16   N:   all right and if you want to book for a month for us just 





01   N:   right(1.0)if you could possibly switch those to a cornflake 
02        or uh like a wheatabix or something like that(.)do you like 
03        any of the other cereals 
04   P:   ah uhh I’ve I’ve got them in ‘ouse cornflakes and wheatabix  
05   N:   yeah it’s just that they’re coated in the honey and the  
06        honey is sugar like you’re doing all right with your  
07        diabetes control  
08   P:   yeah ai ai 
09   N:   so really you’re getting away with it at aren’t ye at the 
10        minute 
11   P:   yeah 
11   N:   but if you could if there’s any sort of alternatives  
12        without that sugar coating on it 
13   P:   yeah 
14   N:   would be uhh better for you 
15   P:   mm 	This	extract	is	slightly	different	to	the	other	extracts	analysed	in	that	it	does	not	deal	with	the	risk	of	low	blood	sugars,	but	the	risk	of	underlying	high	blood	sugars	due	to	a	particular	eating	habit.		The	risk	in	this	extract	is	implicit,	however,	it	is	still	initiated	with	an	if-conditional	(lines	1	and	11).			Providing	recommendations	in	these	cases	is	a	confirmation	that	the	physician	has	interpreted	the	patient’s	lifestyle	choice	as	problematic,	hence	the	need	for	the	advice	(Sorjonen	et	al	2006).	In	line	1	the	nurse	advises	the	patient	to	switch	his	breakfast	cereal.	There	is	pause	before	she	proceeds	to	advise	the	patient	which	would	suggest	a	moment	of	thought	on	how	to	provide	the	recommendation	indicating	some	difficulty	when	asking	a	patient	to	change	a	lifestyle	habit.	Linell	and	Bredmar	(1996)	note	that	talk	on	lifestyle	changes	threatens	the	patient’s	face	hence	being	interactionally	sensitive	topics.			The	nurse	then	uses	the	conditional	with	the	modal	‘could’	(line	1),	minimising	her	directive	and	her	entitlement	to	provide	the	recommendation.	The	nurse	not	only	uses	the	modal,	she	follows	it	with	“possibly”	making	the	directive	more	of	a	request	that	could	be	refused.	The	nurse	is	asking	for	a	change	in	the	patient’s	
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lifestyle	and	she	accompanies	the	request	with	a	question	in	lines	2-3	“do	you	like	any	of	the	other	cereals?”	By	asking	this	she	is	pre-empting	the	possibility	of	refusal	due	to	not	liking	any	of	the	other	cereals.	The	patient	replies	in	line	4	not	only	with	a	yes/no	response,	but	with	an	account	suggesting	that	he	does	have	the	alternatives	in	his	house.	The	nurse	justifies	her	advice	in	line	6	by	informing	the	patient	that	the	honey	is	sugar.	She	then	justifies	her	position	further	by	noting	that	the	patient	is	doing	“all	right”	(line	6)	with	his	diabetes	control,	he’s	“getting	away	with”	having	this	extra	bit	of	sugar	(line	9).	In	line	11	she	produces	another	if-conditional	introducing	her	recommendation.	If	the	patient	could	change	to	an	alternative	cereal,	it	would	be	better	for	him.	The	recommendation	is	provided	with	the	modals	‘could’	and	‘would’.	There	is	no	imperative	or	directive.	The	patient	produces	a	minimal	response	in	line	15	that	does	not	indicate	whether	he	will	take	the	advice	or	not.			Despite	this	extract	being	slightly	different,	in	that	it	deals	with	diet	choices	and	the	impact	they	potentially	have	on	raising	the	patient’s	blood	sugars,	the	underlying	risk	of	eating	a	honey-coated	cereal	is	introduced	with	an	if-conditional	(lines	1	and	11).	The	recommendation	is	embedded	within	the	if-clause	i.e.	if	you	eat	an	alternative	cereal	it	would	be	better	for	you,	making	the	format:	if-conditional	as	recommendation	+	explanation/information.			Extract	6.13	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	nurse	has	performed	a	foot	check	and	is	providing	an	account	for	the	patient	to	check	his	feet	too.			
01   N:   but certainly your feet are precious with diabetes so if  
02        [you 
03   P:   [yeah 
04   N:   ever get any sores or anything you come back and see us 
05   P:   I’m quite aware if I feel a nick or anything ye know 




01   N:   so it’s just you being vigilant just looking with your  
02        eyes really isn’t it 
03   P:   yeah 
04   N:   if you’re not getting them signals naturally from your  
05        foot to your brain telling you that they’re hurting it  
06        makes it even more vital that you have a good look round  
07        and look after them 
08   P:   yeah		The	nurse	is	closing	the	foot	check	section	of	the	consultation	having	performed	the	necessary	checks.	She	gives	some	advice	in	lines	1-2	for	the	patient	to	be	“vigilant”	with	her	feet	and	ends	her	turn	with	“isn’t	it”	preferring	a	yes	response	from	the	patient.	The	patient	provides	the	preferred	answer	in	line	3	and	the	nurse	proceeds	with	an	if-conditional	highlighting	the	risk	diabetics	suffer	in	terms	of	their	feet	in	lines	4-7,	justifying	her	advice	in	the	previous	turn.	She	explains	that	if	there	is	no	signal	from	the	foot	to	the	brain,	it	is	vital	for	the	
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patient	to	have	a	“good	look	round”	and	“look	after	them”.	The	patient	provides	a	minimal	token	of	acknowledgment	in	line	8.			The	risk	of	no	signal	from	the	patient’s	feet	to	her	brain	is	introduced	with	an	if-conditional	(line	4)	and	the	nurse’s	recommendation	of	checking	them	follows	in	lines	6-7	(if-conditional	+	recommendation).			Extract	6.15	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	nurse	is	just	finalising	the	patient’s	foot	check.			
01   N:   so we always encourage ye ye know to be vigilant with your 
02        feet we do this once a year but the rest obviously down to 
03        you 
04   P:   sure 
05   N:   just to make sure everything is ok, any problems with them 
06        you come straight back to us 









time	mothers	they	establish	a	five-step	approach	on	how	advice	is	constructed	by	the	mother	(M)	and	by	the	health	visitor	(HV).		 1. HV:	initial	inquiry	2. M:	problem	indicative	response	3. HV:	focusing	inquiry	into	a	problem	4. M:	responsive	detailing	5. HV:	advice	giving		This	approach	is	collaborative	and	it	allows	for	the	problem	to	emerge	as	a	mutual	construction.	However,	Health	Visitors	not	always	use	the	five	steps	as	some	steps	might	be	skipped	depending	on	the	situation.			Maynard	and	Kinnell	(1996)	suggest	other	ways	of	advice	giving,	which	they	state	are	variations	of	Heritage	and	Sefi	(1992).	Advice	giving	after	information;	where	the	advice	does	not	arise	from	a	problem	raised,	instead	it	just	follows	certain	information	given	by	the	practitioner.	A	certain	piece	of	information	comes	with	advice	regardless	of	the	patient’s	situation.	Therefore,	this	advice	tends	to	be	assumptive	in	relation	the	patient’s	needs	and	the	risk	could	be	irrelevant.	Advice	giving	after	proposing	a	hypothetical	situation;	this	advice	is	more	ambiguous	as	it	is	not	clear	whether	the	advice	is	directed	specifically	to	the	patient	or	is	just	general	advice	that	could	be	given	to	anyone.	Due	to	this	ambiguity	this	kind	of	advice	is	considered	less	challenging,	since	it	is	less	confrontational,	it	can	be	received	as	advice	or	as	information.	However,	it	could	also	cause	resistance	if	the	hypothetical	situation	is	not	applicable	to	the	patient.	Finally,	there	is	advice	as	information,	which	“packages”	the	advice	as	information	from	the	very	start.	The	use	of	“we”	and	“in	general”	provide	an	impersonal	tone	e.g.	“we	at	the	clinic	strongly	recommend	that...”	This	kind	of	advice	allows	for	less	resistance.			I	have	mentioned	4	types	of	advice	giving:	five	steps,	advice	after	information,	advice	after	a	hypothetical	situation	and	advice	as	information.	In	terms	of	the	data	presented	in	this	study	the	advice	giving	structure	observed	is	slightly	
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different.	Advice	giving	in	this	data	is	embedded	within	a	hypothetical	if-conditional	where	risk	is	relevant.			The	pattern	emerging	from	the	use	of	if-conditionals	within	risk	talk	when	recommending	tends	to	be	in	the	form	of:	if-conditional	+	recommendation.	The	if-clause	offers	the	information,	explanation	or	description	of	circumstances	and	the	matrix	clause	offers	the	recommendation,	as	seen	in	extracts	6.16-6.20.		Extract	6.16	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   if you start to feel like that that when you stand up you 
02        know that movement of bringing 
03   P:                         [yes 
04   N:                         [your head up 
05   P:   um yes 
06   N:   you feel light headed [and dizzy  
07   P:                         [yes 
08   N:   come back and see me because really after we’ve sort of  	If-conditional	 Recommendation	If	you	start	to	feel	[…]	 come	back	and	see	me		Extract	6.17	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   […] so you know if you feel like that do come back an uhmm 
02        we’ll have a check of it all right? So you can pop that  
03        sleeve back 	If-conditional	(if	p)	 Recommendation	(then	q)	If	you	feel	like	that	 Do	come	back					
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Extract	6.18	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   the best thing for you if you’re ever out and about and  
02        you’ve missed yer lunch and you’re starting to feel a bit  
03        strange a bit lightheaded some people start sweating ummm 
04        they get a bit confused a bit unsteady always presume it’s 
05        yer blood sugars that’s on the low side an’ if you c’n just 
06        stop at a café and just get yer lunch then do that  
07   P:   yeah 	If-conditional	(If	p)	 Recommendation	(then	q)	If	you’re	ever	out	and	about	[…]	 If	you	can	just	stop	at	a	café…	do	that		Extract	6.19	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   if you notice any sort of sores on em or anything that  
02        you’re concerned of Bob let us (0.5) know straight away 
 If-conditional	(If	p)	 Recommendation	(then	q)	If	you	notice	any	sort	of	sores	 Let	us	know	straight	away		Extract	6.20	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   […] to where they were uhh and then from there is umm if  
02        it’s still high we’re going to  
03        have to get yer in the habit of having regular meals	
 If-conditional	(If	p)	 Recommendation	(then	q)	If	it’s	still	high	 We’re	going	to	have	to	get	yer	in	the	habit	of	having	regular	meals		Conversely	to	the	examples	above	where	the	if-clause	(p)	offers	the	information	or	explanation	and	the	matrix	clause	(q)	presents	the	actual	recommendation,	in	
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extracts	6.21-6.23	the	recommendation	is	presented	in	the	if-clause	and	the	information	or	explanation	is	presented	in	the	matrix	clause.			Extracts	6.21	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   yes ai well if you file ‘em just twice a week they say  
02        that’s all you need to do without cutting it cause it’s  
03        less chance of you causing any (0.4)  
04   P:   aah 
05   N:   sort of trauma to them  
06   P:   yeah 	If-conditional	(If	p)	+	recommendation		 Information/Explanation	(then	q)	If	you	file	‘em	just	twice	a	week	 Less	chance	of	you	causing	any	sort	of	trauma	to	them		The	action	of	filing	twice	a	week	is	desired	and	it	is	embedded	in	the	if-conditional.	The	action	will	prevent	risk	in	terms	of	causing	any	trauma	to	the	feet	explained	in	the	matrix	clause	(q).			Extract	6.22	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   now that worries me from my perspective is because if you 
02        take that tablet but then you don’t have anything to eat  
03        that tablet is gonna work and work and work but it’s not  
04        getting any fuel back in an we run a risk then of you 
05   P:   yeah 
06   N:   collapsing and going unconscious really worst case scenario  
07        (1.0)  	If-conditional	(If	p)	+	implicit	recommendation		 Information/explanation	(then	q)	If	you	take	that	tablet	but	then	you	 We	run	a	risk	then	of	you	collapsing	
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don’t	have	anything	to	eat	 and	going	unconscious			The	recommendation	to	eat	is	implicit	within	the	if-conditional.	The	outcome	is	a	non-favourable	one	if	the	patient	does	not	eat	and	is	explained	in	the	matrix	clause	(q).			Extract	6.23	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   right(1.0)if you could possibly switch those to a cornflake 
02        or uhh like a wheatabix or something like that, do you like 
03        any of the other cereals? 
04   P:   ah uhh I’ve I’ve got them in ‘ouse cornflakes and wheatabix  
05   N:   yeah it’s just that they’re coated in the honey and the  
06        honey is sugar like you’re doing all right with your  
07        diabetes control  
08   P:   yeah ai ai 
09   N:   so really you’re getting away with it at aren’t ye at the 
10        minute 
11   P:   yeah 
11   N:→  but if you could if there’s any sort of alternatives  
12        without that sugar coating on it 
13   P:   yeah 
14   N:   would be uhh better for you 


















01   N:   but the Glimepiride that you’re on it’s important as I was 
02        mentioning that you have your three meals a day cause that 
03        will bring your blood sugars down no matter what  
04   P:   yeah 
05   N:   so that will work so if you’re not putting any energy back 
06        in you have that potential for your blood sugars to keep  
07        carrying on going down and down 
08   P:   yeah 
09   N:   ah this is where we have ye heard of the term of a hypo  
10        when diabetics have a hypo that means that they’re having a 
11        low blood sugar hhh 
12   P:   yeah 	Extract	6.25	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	recommendation	of	getting	some	lunch	if	the	patient	feels	lightheaded	and	is	having	a	low	blood	sugar	moment	is	acknowledged	with	the	minimal	maker	“yeah”	in	line	7.	
 
01   N:   the best thing for you if you’re ever out and about and  
02        you’ve missed yer lunch and you’re starting to feel a bit  
03        strange a bit lightheaded some people start sweating ummm 
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04        they get a bit confused a bit unsteady always presume it’s 
05        yer blood sugars that’s on the low side an’ if you c’n just 
06        stop at a café and just get yer lunch then do that  
07   P:   yeah 	Extract	6.26	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	patient	has	been	recommended	to	file	his	toenails	instead	of	cutting	them	to	avoid	any	trauma	and	potentially	risky	problems	with	his	feet.	His	response	is	a	minimal	token:	“yeah”	in	line	6.		
01   N:   yes ai well if you file ‘em just twice a week they say  
02        that’s all you need to do without cutting it cause it’s  
03        less chance of you causing any (0.4)  
04   P:   aah 
05   N:   sort of trauma to them  
06   P:   yeah 	Extract	6.27	(N:	nurse,	Patient:	P)		The	potential	risk	of	a	hypo	is	presented	in	line	6	and	in	line	7	there	is	a	significant	pause.	The	nurse	carries	on	with	an	explanation	on	next	steps	and	how	to	manage	a	change	in	treatment.	The	patient’s	response	is	a	minimal	token:	“yeah”	in	line	14.			
01   N:   now that worries me from my perspective is because if you 
02        take that tablet but then you don’t have anything to eat  
03        that tablet is gonna work and work and work but it’s not  
04        getting any fuel back in an we run a risk then of you 
05   P:   yeah 
06   N:   collapsing and going unconscious really worst case scenario  
07        (1.0)  
08   N:   (. hhhh) so it’s really where do we go from here  
09        like ideally it’s hhh it’s deciding I guess whether part of 
10        you feeling unwell an this lack of appetite an certainly  
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11        when people are unwell and they’re poorly and even if  
12        they’re not eating it can tend to make your blood sugars go 
13        up  
14   P:   yeah 	Following	this	exchange	the	nurse	carries	on	with	more	suggestions	in	extract	6.28.		Extract	6.28	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	nurse	has	provided	her	recommendation	of	getting	the	patient	into	a	habit	of	eating	regular	meals	if	her	blood	sugars	are	still	high	after	her	next	blood	test.	The	patient	replies	with	a	token	“yeah”	in	line	8	and	responses	thereafter	are	minimal	as	well	(lines	11,	13	and	15).		
 
01   N:   […] maybe have another blood test done and then see if  
02        things have settled back down  
03   P:                   [yeah 
04   N:                   [to where they were uhh and  
05        then from there is umm if it’s still high we’re going to  
06        have to get yer in the habit of having regular meals  
07        because  
08   P:   yeah 
09   N:   I daren’t increase your treatment until I know that you’re 
10        eating umm 
11   P:   um hum 
12   N:   eating eating adequately  
13   P:   yeah 
14   N:   how do you feel about that 
15   P:   yeah  
16   N:   yeah 
17   P:   I mean  
18        (2.0)  				
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	Extract	6.29	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	nurse	has	recommended	having	something	to	eat	to	treat	a	potential	hypo.	The	patient	responds	with	a	nod,	which	does	not	express	sufficient	acceptance	of	the	nurse’s	recommendation.	This	is	evidenced	by	the	nurse’s	continuing	talk	in	line	8	explaining	her	recommendation	further.				
01   N:   ye know and I’ll I’ll stress again with the importance of 
02        ye going to your allotment with something to treat a low  
03        blood sugar with even if you don’t take your machine with 
04        you if you start to feel funny ye presume that it’s a low 
05        blood sugar and ye get something to eat 
06   P:   ((nod)) 
07   N:   so ye must always even if you leave some biscuits there ye 
08        know 	Extract	6.30	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	nurse	has	recommended	switching	to	a	non-sugar	coated	cereal.	The	patient	responds	to	the	suggestion	by	providing	some	information	asserting	his	knowledge	(line	4).	However,	having	alternative	cereals	in	the	house	does	not	ensure	that	action	will	be	taken.	In	line	5	the	nurse	justifies	her	recommendation	and	the	patient	replied	with	a	minimal	token	“yeah	ai	ai”	(line	8).	The	nurse	recommends	an	alternative	cereal	without	the	sugar	and	the	patient	again	offers	a	minimal	response	(line	14).	In	line	15	the	nurse	explains	that	the	alternative	cereal	would	be	better	for	him	to	which	she	receives	another	unmarked	acknowledgment	“mm”	(line	16).		
01   N:   right(1.0)if you could possibly switch those to a cornflake 
02        or uhh like a wheatabix or something like that, do you like 
03        any of the other cereals? 
04   P:   ah uhh I’ve I’ve got them in ‘ouse cornflakes and wheatabix  
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05   N:   yeah it’s just that they’re coated in the honey and the  
06        honey is sugar like you’re doing all right with your  
07        diabetes control  
08   P:   yeah ai ai 
09   N:   so really you’re getting away with it at aren’t ye at the 
10        minute 
11   P:   yeah 
12   N:   but if you could if there’s any sort of alternatives  
13        without that sugar coating on it 
14   P:   yeah 
15   N:   would be uhh better for you 
16   P:   mm 	In	summary,	regarding	patients’	responses	to	recommendations,	most	of	the	data	in	this	study	aligns	itself	with	previous	findings	in	so	far	as	the	regularity	of	unmarked	acknowledgements	to	recommendations	offered.	However,	there	were	two	deviant	cases,	extract	6.31	and	6.32	below.		Extract	6.31	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	blood	sugar	results	are	back	for	this	particular	patient	and	they	are	high.	The	patient	has	accepted	responsibility	and	admitted	that	he	had	been	eating	more	sweet	things	lately,	which	is	probably	the	cause	for	his	high	blood	sugar	count.	The	nurse	agrees.			
01   N:   […] now we do I think it is probably attributed to the fact 
02        that of what you’ve been doing 
03   P:   yeah 
04   N:   and the only way that we can see really is if ye hh not to 
05        do it 
06   P:   yeah 
07   N:   and to ‘ave it checked in three months time 
08   P:   all right no worries 
09   N:   saying that we do know that over time your diabetes does  
10        get worse  
11   P:   mm 
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12   N:   ye know it’s a matter of uhh how they the course of the  
13        diabetes really umm so but I would imagine if you just  
14        watch what you’re eating 
15   P:   yeah 
16   N:   we’ll b’ having a reading more like we got last time 
17   P:   no I’ll cut it out again 
18   N:   yeah 




03   N:   so yeah you could potentially be getting behind the wheel 
04        of your car with a blood sugar under the five millimoles  
05        which ye know ye the DVLA say that ye know ye shouldn’t be 
06        doing that and if they say ye know they might come to you 
07        and say look ye know can you prove your blood sugars are  
08        all above the five and that you’re testing before ye drive 
09        so you could be in breach of ye ye driving license as well 
10        with that so 
11   P:   o::h 
12   N:   ok so there’s a whole sort of 
13   W:   mm 
14   N:   a °ray of  
15   P:   so I’ll do an eighty and a f’ 



























01   N:   right↓ any problems since I last saw ye 
02   P:   no, not really 
03   N:   ((coughs)) excuse me 
04   P:   well yu’ know I’m in delai denial   
05        ((both laugh)) 
06   N:   I know (1.0) >I ws going t’ say< that have you come [uh 
07   P:                                                       [yeah] 
08   N:   yeh come to terms with uh the diagnosis 
09   P:   not really 
10   N:   no no 
11   P:   I don’t feel no different 
12   N:   no which is good but that sort [of  
13   P:                [yeah] 
14   N:   from our perspective the scary bit about it is that you  
15        feel all right but we know potentially what c’d ‘appen sort 
16        of long term with it which is why it’s important that we do 
17        what we do really but uh we’ve taking your last blood test 
18        today this will determine what we’re gonna to do after this 
19        really you’re not keen to medica[tion 
20   P:            [not taking I’m not taking 
21        owt 
22   N:   I know even though we’ve discussed haven’t we  
23        [the complications 
23   P:   [no not taking] 
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24   N:                  why we advise you to but at the end of the 
25        day it’s you know you’re [decision  
26   P:                        [well I’ll live till I die] 
27   N:   you’re important 	The	nurse	starts	the	consultation	by	asking	the	patient	if	she	has	had	any	problems	since	the	last	visit	(line	1).	The	use	of	“any”	by	the	nurse	in	line	1	prefers	a	‘no’	response	which	the	patient	offers	in	line	2	aligning	with	the	nurse’s	talk.	Following	the	patient’s	“no,	not	really”	response	in	line	2,	the	patient	explicitly	notes	in	line	4	that	she	is	in	denial.	This	denial	could	be	either	with	the	diagnosis,	the	illness	itself	or	both.				The	patient	starts	her	utterance	with	a	prefacing	“well”.	The	function	of	this	turn-initial	“well”	is	to	shift	to	another	topic	and	introduce	a	new	relevant	agenda	point	in	the	talk.	Heritage	(2015)	states	that	“well”	prefaced	turns	function	as	a	way	of	introducing	a	new	topic.		The	new	topic	introduced	by	the	patient	is	her	denial	and	she	makes	evident	that	the	nurse	knows	about	her	denial.	The	patient’s	utterance	“yu’	know	I’m	in	denial”	(line	4)	establishes	the	patient’s	denial	as	common	ground	they	both	share.	Immediately	after	the	common	ground	is	noted	there	is	laughter	from	both	parties	in	line	5,	demonstrating	further	solidarity	from	both	speakers	(Haakana	2002).	In	this	case	laughter	is	reciprocated	which	entails	a	level	of	bonding	which	is	reflected	by	both	the	nurse	and	the	patient	aligning	to	a	shared	sense	of	humour.	In	line	6	the	nurse	admits	knowledge	of	the	patient’s	denial	and	in	line	8	she	asks	the	patient	if	she	has	come	to	terms	with	the	diagnosis.	The	nurse	does	not	explicitly	mention	‘diabetes’,	but	‘diagnosis’,	potentially	minimising	the	effect	of	the	question	by	avoiding	the	term	the	patient	is	in	denial	with.	The	patient’s	reply	in	line	9	“not	really”	displays	some	resistance	in	that	she	has	been	given	a	medical	diagnosis	which	she	does	not	fully	accept	and	has	“not	really”	comes	to	terms	with	it.	The	“really”	has	a	minimising	effect	within	the	patient’s	no-response.			In	line	11	the	patient	resists	the	diagnosis	further	by	offering	contradictory	evidence	to	the	diagnosis	that	only	she	can	provide	“I	don’t	feel	no	different”.	This	is	the	patient’s	personal	evidence	that	cannot	be	contested	by	the	nurse	as	it	
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stems	from	her	own	personal	experience	regarding	how	she	feels	with	the	current	diagnosed	illness.	The	patient	is	providing	a	symptom	description	that	she	considers	is	discrepant	with	the	diagnosis.	This	is	what	Perakyla	(2006)	refers	to	as	patient	resistance.	The	nurse	acknowledges	the	patient’s	resistance,	evidenced	by	her	response	in	line	12	where	she	offers	an	account	which	justifies	her	actions	as	to	why	it	is	important	for	‘them’	(the	medical	professionals)	to	do	what	they	do.	They	know	that	despite	the	patient	“feeling	no	different”	there	is	an	underlying	illness	which	potentially	could	develop	further	health	problems	long	term.			The	patient	resists	the	diagnosis	by	offering	information	on	her	health	that	could	contradict	her	actual	diagnosis	i.e.	she	“feels	no	different”	than	before	she	was	diagnosed.			Extract	7.2	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	consultation	carries	on	and	after	further	talk	about	the	patient’s	views	on	life	and	death,	the	nurse	brings	the	conversation	back	on	track	and	mentions	the	blood	test.			
01   N:   so even if your blood test today comes back the same as  
02        that hopefully better because if we’ve changed things and 
03        put things in place (0.6) you know from from a perspective 
04        of high blood sugars it maybe that we don’t we wouldn’t  
05        have to start ye know sort of not insist to you [but  
06   P:                                                   [no what  
07        gets [me 
08   N:        [encourage you to go on a tablet  
09   P:   I don’t take sugar  
10   N:   no but it’s not about that is it 
11   P:   no: I know it’s fat as well 
12   N:   it’s it’s just what’s not happening within your body really 









01   N:   yer blood test result that we’ve just done now has gone  
02        back down and a little bit under the threshold so my  
03        question to you was were you having some low blood sugars 
04        and you are aren’t ye (.) so that’s reflected in that ye  
05        having really hypos which is the the low blood sugars that 
06        we sort of talk about  
07   P:   yeah but  
08   N:   yeah 
09   P:   this is what’s baffled me uhhh  
10   N:   mm 
11   P:   I feel ok  
12   N:   yeah 





01   N:   how do you feel ye know when you’re low how did ye feel  
02        when these were 
03        (1.0) 
04   N:   w’ °low 
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05   P:   jst’ I woke up feeling ‘ungry that was all 
06   N:   yeah just the hungry feeling not [anything else  
07   P:               [uhhh but like I said  
08        there’s no dizziness  
09   N:   no 
10   P:   anything else it’s just that  
11        (1.0)  
12   P:   which I do do normally sometimes ye know when I have to go 
13        t’ toilet ye know  
14   N:   mm 
15   P:   which is a BIND 





01   N:   we work on fifty to sixty as ye know so an you’ve normally 
02        sort of run about fifty five whereas you’re sort of forty 
03        nine now so you’ve just sort of tipped under that threshold  
04   P:   mm 
05   N:   so that’s why 
06   P:   oh eh they’re only one offs and as I said  
07   N:   mm 
08   P:   I’ve taken your advice thoroughly if you want to look but 
09        I’m I’m mainly fives and sixes that there is 
10   N:   yeah 
11   P:   I have had some really HIGH ones like that one 
12   N:   mmm 	The	nurse	starts	in	line	1	by	giving	the	patient	the	figures	on	what	an	ideal	blood	sugar	reading	should	be	(“we	work	on	fifty	to	sixty	as	ye	know”);	the	patient	is	aware	of	this	margin,	as	it	has	been	mentioned	before.		The	nurse	then	carries	on	mentioning	his	“normal”	test	result,	(“you’ve	normally	sort	of	run	about	fifty-five”).	She	then	contrasts	fifty-five	with	the	new	test	result	of	forty-nine	(line	2),	and	evaluates	the	current	result	as	“just	sort	of	tipped	under	the	threshold”	(lines	2-3),	minimising	the	test	results	and	suggesting	it	is	somewhat	borderline.	
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With	these	contrasting	results	the	nurse	is	building	her	case	for	the	patient	to	accept	her	recommendation	of	reducing	his	medication.				In	line	6	the	patient	responds	that	the	low	blood	sugar	instances	he	has	had	are	only	“one	offs”.	This	account	resists	the	nurse’s	recommendation	regarding	lowering	his	medication.	This	new	evidence	he	provides	of	“one	offs”	demonstrates	that	the	nurse’s	recommendation	is	not	warranted	because	the	low	blood	sugars	he	is	experiencing	are	not	constant,	but	only	one	offs.			The	patient	tries	to	strengthen	his	argument	in	line	8	by	noting	that	he	has	taken	the	nurse’s	advice	thoroughly	and	mentions	some	self-testing	figures	of	his	own.	These	figures	mentioned,	fives	and	sixes	in	lines	8-9,	generally	suggest	accurate	blood	sugar	control	for	type	2	diabetes	patients	(Diabetes	UK).	Therefore,	he	implies	that	he	has	taken	her	advice	thoroughly	and	the	figures	from	his	self-testing	(fives	and	sixes)	reflect	this.		Furthermore,	he	adds	in	line	11	that	he	has	had	some	really	high	blood	sugar	readings,	which	is	the	exact	opposite	to	what	the	nurse	is	trying	to	prove.			The	patient	makes	use	of	his	own	experience	and	knowledge	about	his	self-testing	in	order	to	resist	the	nurse’s	recommendation.	He	resists	the	recommendation	of	changing	his	on-going	treatment	by	providing	contradictory	accounts	to	the	nurse’s	advice.			Extract	7.6	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient,	W:	patient’s	wife)		The	nurse	reviews	the	patient’s	recorded	figures	from	his	self-testing	and	repeats	her	recommendation	of	changing	the	medication	dosage.			
01   N:   yeah just do but just drop that one gliclizide off in the 
02        morning shall we do that do ye think that’s  
03        (1.0)  
04   N:   all right 
05   P:   I can try it [but 
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06   N:                [n’ I’ll see ye in mid September  
07   P:   as I said uhh I just feel normal irrespective to what 
08   N:   I know 
09   W:   yeah but [what  
10   N:            [but we’ve got to be guided 
11   W:   yeah your blood sugars’ saying  
12   N:   that’s it ye know the test works for ye know they control 
13        both ways ye know it’s when it’s not controlled and we need 
14        to step up treatment but likewise ye know for making sure 
15        we’re not over treating ye ye know we have the potential to 




01   P:   so I’ll see you in a month’s time  
02   N:   I’ll not know the outcome for another three months till  
03        we’ve got rid of ye know these blood cells that carry the  
04        sugar that 
05   W:   yeah 
06   N:   until they’re out of the way we’ve got a clean slate yeah 
07        it’s three months before I can do another one 
08   P:   ohh 
09   N:   ok(.)but I jst want to see how you’re going with your blood 
10        sugar readings  
11        (1.0) 
12   N:   ok 
13   P:   yeah 
14   N:   all right 
15   P:   if I’m not happy I’m going back to- ((starts laughing)) 
16        ((all laugh)) 
17   N:   yeah I know we’ll do what yeah 
18        ((all laugh)) 
19   N:   well it’ll be down there on screen [th’ 
20   P:                                      [sorry 
21   N:   I recommended it so 
22        ((all laugh)) 
23   N:   what you do with it when you walk out of that door  
24   P:   so it’s jst one single ((gazes towards wife and stands up)) 
25   W:   [yeah 








01   N:   ok right ok ummm I think we might’ve got too much sugar in 
02        carbohydrates in there of certain degree of which convert 
03        carbohydrates convert to sugar  
04   P:   oh well I don’t know(.)that’s just(.)that’s a normal d’ 
05   N:   I don’t know whether these ye know adjustments will bring 
06        [yer HbA1c 
07   P:   [I don’t have I don’t have 
08   N:                             down totally or whether we need 
09        to increase your treatment 
10   P:   I ‘av I ‘av a fair amount of fish  
11   N:   mm 
12   P:   bake it  
13        (1.0)  
14   P:   boil it or I don’t fry anything anymore 
15   N:   no  




01   P:   if I do fry something it’s only like a stir fry cook me  
02        vegetables 
03   N:   mm  
04   P:   and I only do use that one cal spray anyway  
05   N:   yes so that’s good  
06   P:   so I don’t if I had iffff some days we’ll ‘av probably a  
07        baked sandwich with some mushrooms but they’re grilled  
08   N:   mm 
09   P:   it’s all grilled 
10   N:   yeah 
11   P:   nothing is ever fried so 
12   N:   no 
13        (1.0) 
14   N:   well just on what you’ve told me I’ll just say show you  
15        where we can like make it where we can improve  
16   P:                                                [yeh 
17   N:                                  [things really 
18   P:   I don’t know where it how it’s shot up because ((laughs)) 
19   N:   yeah yeah ai  





01   N:   but just on what you’ve told me with just what you’ve ate 
02        like the day uhhmm we can just make some adjustments there 
03        (1.0)  
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04   N:   hhhh the sugar on the cornflakes we need to loose umm so  
05        whether ye uhhmm chop some fruit up or yer banana and put 
06        that on for yer element of sweet to go with it 
07   P:   right  
08   N:   as one of yer portions of fruit of the day 
09   P:   yeh 
10   N:   or you’re gonna have to get an artificial sweetener to  
11        sprinkle there 
12   P:   well I  
13        (1.0)  
14   P:   I used t’ I never I don’t have sugar in teas and coffees I 
15        have sweeteners  
16   N:   no yeah that’s good 
17   P:   I have a sweet click things I ‘av one of them 
18   N:   mm yeah I know it sort of sounds like just a little bit of 
19        a sprinkling but with there as I chat with ye the other  
20        bits you’re getting sugars 







01   N:   an’ ye know you’re having quite a lot of carbohydrates it 
02        sounds or more than ye should do so ye know over the course 
03        of the day 
04   P:   ws gonna say it must be 
05   N:   it sort of like mounts up doesn’t it  
06   P:   it must be two months since I bought a bag of sugar  
07   N:   yeah yeah so you’re not having much  
08   P:   ye know I’m just 
 
 In	this	extract	the	patient	shows	his	resistance	again	by	providing	empirical	evidence	regarding	his	sugar	consumption.	In	line	6	he	indicates	that	he	has	not	bought	a	bag	of	sugar	in	two	months,	building	his	case	towards	his	lack	of	sugar	intake.	This	account	demonstrates	how	little	sugar	he	is	consuming	and	in	turn	reflects	how	this	lack	of	sugar	intake	cannot	be	causing	the	high	blood	sugars.		The	nurse	qualifies	this	evidence	as	‘not	having	much’	(line	7).		Extract	7.12	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		The	patient	in	the	extract	below	has	received	her	test	results.	These	are	showing	that	her	blood	sugars	are	higher	than	average.		In	addition,	the	patient	reported	earlier	during	the	consultation	that	she	is	not	feeling	well	in	general	and	admits	that	she	has	not	been	eating	adequately.			
01   P:   I find I’m eating more crisps  
02        (2.0) 
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03   N:   mm 
04   P:   than maybe a solid meal  
05   N:   yeah 
06   P:   ye know so I seem to be going through three packs of crisps 
07        a day 
08   N:   REALLY wow 
09   P:   umm fair enough my husband’s cooking and he’s trying to  
10   N:   mm 
11        (1.0) 
12   N:   is that part of why you’re feeling a bit rubbish is that 
13   P:   [I don’t know  
14   N:   [an element of it 
15   P:               what that is 
16   N:   yeah 
17   P:   it’s I’ve been bad all weekend in bed umm with a right bad 
18        chest and uhh <really sore throat> 
19   N:   mm 
20   P:   and constantly coughing  
21        (1.0) 
22   P:   but I stopped smoking a year ago  
23   N:   well done  
24   P:   but I’m just wondering if it’s maybe the electronic  
25        (2.5)  
26   P:   cause it’s toxin in them (0.5) that liquid apparently 
27   N:   in what sorry I didn’t get what 
28   P:   you know in the e  
29        (2.0)  
30   P:   the e cigarettes  
31   N:   right <yes sorry> 
32   P:   well the liquid apparently has got toxin in it  
33   N:   mm 
34        (1.0) 
35   P:   and sometimes you can get that in your mouth when you’re  
36        (1.0) 
37   N:   mm 
38        (1.0) 
39   P:   so I don’t know if it’s that that’s 
40   N:   yeah you’ll have to maybe stop and just see if you’re  
41        better for not using those  






P:  I don’t feel no different 




P:  I feel ok  
P:  no dizziness or anything like that ye know it’s uhh  
P:  jst’ I woke up feeling ‘ungry that was all 
P:  uhhh but like I said there’s no dizziness  
P:  oh eh they’re only one offs and as I said  
P:  I’ve taken your advice thoroughly if you want to look but   
    I’m I’m mainly fives and sixes that there is 
P:  I have had some really HIGH ones like that one 
P:  as I said uhh I just feel normal irrespective to what 
 	Evidence	that	contradicts	the	fact	that	the	patient’s	diet	is	problematic: 	
P:   I ‘av I ‘av a fair amount of fish 	
P:   bake it 	
P:   boil it or I don’t fry anything anymore 
P:   if I do fry something it’s only like a stir fry cook me  
     vegetables 
P:   and I only do use that one cal spray anyway  
P:   baked sandwich with some mushrooms but they’re grilled  
P:   it’s all grilled 
P:   nothing is ever fried so 
P:   I used t’ I never I don’t have sugar in teas and coffees I  
     have sweeteners  
P:   I have a sweet click things I ‘av one of them 
P:   it must be two months since I bought a bag of sugar  		Evidence	that	contradicts	the	implication	that	the	patient’s	inadequate	eating	habits	are	causing	her	to	feel	unwell:			
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P:   it’s I’ve been bad all weekend in bed umm with a right bad  
     chest and uhh <really sore throat> 
P:   and constantly coughing  
P:   but I stopped smoking a year ago  
P:   but I’m just wondering if it’s maybe the electronic  

































01   P:   I’ll put it on me calendar to ring down for an appointment 
02        in mid October 
03   N:   oke dokie  
04   P:   we’ll we’ll we’ll see what happens 
05   N:   yeah yeah more late really just cause we don’t we want to 
06        get rid of these 
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07   P:   NO: I’ll RING in mid October  
08   N:   yeah ring in mid October  
09   P:   so cause by the time I ring in mid October >it’ll be a week 
10        before I can an appointment anyway< so 
11   N:   yeah it’s true that though cause we don’t want any of these 







01        (1.0) 
02   N:   I don’t know how you feel about dropping your treatment  
03        again and seeing how we go cause I’m just a bit worried  
04        that you’re running a bit on the the low side of things and 
05        with it being summer and being on your allotment an ye  
06        could be there on your own and potentially yer blood sugars 
07        (1.0) 
08   N:   drop 
09   P:   oh: well that’s ok when weather’s fine  
10   N:   mm 
11   P:   but obviously when it’s been raining			The	nurse	is	asking	the	patient	how	he	feels	about	changing	his	medication	acknowledging	the	fact	that	the	patient	has	a	voice	in	this	decision.	She	then	proceeds	to	explain	why	she	is	suggesting	the	change	(lines	3-6).			Extract	8.9	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   […] so I’m just wondering whether we just drop a a  
02        gliclazide back off again I know we’ve uped ye and >now  
03        we’re coming back down again< but we’ve just got to respond 
04        to what we’re seeing ye know to what you’re doing and what 
05        our results are showing uhhhmm 
06        (2.0) 
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07   N:   I don’t know how you feel about that 	The	nurse	suggests	a	change	in	medication	and	introduces	it	with	“I	was	wondering	whether”	(line	1).	This	minimises	her	epistemic	authority	and	places	them	in	a	similar	position	to	make	the	decision	on	his	treatment.	The	patient	does	not	reply	so	the	nurse	asks	the	patient	how	he	feels	about	this	suggested	change	(line	7).			Extract	8.10	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)	
 
01   N:   yeah just do but just drop that one gliclizide off in the 
02        morning shall we do that do ye think that’s  
03        (1.0)  
04   N:   all right 	The	nurse	asks	the	patient	if	her	suggestion	is	acceptable	including	him	in	the	decision.			Extracts	8.11-8.13	display	the	nurse’s	attempt	at	a	collaborative	approach	when	suggesting	a	lifestyle	change	by	using	the	plural	and	including	herself	in	the	suggested	dietary	change.				Extract	8.11	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)	
 
01   N:   ok right ok ummm I think we might’ve got too much sugar in 
02        carbohydrates in there		Extract	8.12	(N:	nurse,	P:	patient)		
01   N:   well just on what you’ve told me I’ll just say show you  
02        where we can like make it where we can improve  
03   P:                                                [yeh 




01   N:   but just on what you’ve told me with just what you’ve ate 
02        like the day uhhmm we can just make some adjustments there 
03        (1.0)  
04   N:   hhhh the sugar on the cornflakes we need to loose umm so  
05        whether ye uhhmm chop some fruit up 	Extracts	8.11-8.13	demonstrate	a	more	collaborative	approach	in	terms	of	the	nurse	involving	the	patient	in	the	decisions	and	recommendations	being	made.	She	does	this	by	asking	the	patient	if	he	agrees	on	the	suggested	treatment	change	and	also	by	including	herself	in	the	lifestyle	changes.			This	collaborative	approach	can	be	due	to	the	routineness	of	the	consultations.	The	fact	that	patients	attend	these	visits	regularly	and	have	first-hand	knowledge	with	the	illness	entitles	them	to	more	of	a	two-way	consultation	with	the	nurse.	This	is	possibly	one	of	the	main	differences	between	chronic	routine	consultation	and	acute	primary	care	consultations	as	discussed	in	chapter	4.		
8.5 DIAGNOSIS	AND	TREATMENT		
	As	established	in	chapter	4,	routine	chronic	consultations	bypass	this	diagnostic	and	treatment	phase	of	the	visit,	since	patients	already	have	a	diagnosis	and	are	already	following	treatment.			In	chapter	4,	I	established	that	diabetic	chronic	consultations	in	this	study	comprises	4	phases:	1)	opening	phase,	2)	examination	and	test	results	phase,	3)	treatment	review	phase,	and	4)	closing	phase.		However,	it	could	be	argued	that	there	still	is	potential	room	for	diagnosis	within	the	examination	and	tests	results	phase.	For	instance,	if	a	patient’s	urine	sample	comes	back	positive	for	protein,	the	nurse	could	diagnose	potential	kidney	damage	and	this	could	lead	to	further	treatment.	This	would	be	an	instance	of	diagnosis	within	the	routine	
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check-up.	Nevertheless,	as	this	diagnosis	stems	from	a	regular	test,	patients	have	already	been	warned	about	the	potential	problem	should	the	test	come	back	positive.	If	this	did	occur,	it	would	make	the	diagnosis	expected,	to	a	certain	extent,	rather	than	new	as	in	acute	primary	care	consultations.				Diagnosis	and	delivery	in	these	visits	is	replaced	by	the	examination	and	tests	results	phase.	Equally	with	the	treatment	phase,	this	is	replaced	by	the	treatment	review	phase,	since	chronic	diabetic	visits	review	the	on-going	treatment,	rather	than	offering	new	treatment	depending	on	a	previous	diagnosis.	However,	there	are	some	similarities	in	so	far	as	the	actual	treatment	delivery	is	concerned.	In	both,	acute	and	chronic	consultations,	patients	need	to	accept	the	treatment	in	order	to	proceed	to	the	closing	phase.	This	can	be	either	accepting	new	treatment	for	acute	visits	and	for	chronic	visits	accepting	a	change	to	the	on-going	treatment	or	accepting	a	no	change	in	the	current	treatment.	Only	then	will	the	consultation	proceed	to	the	closing	phase	of	the	visit.		Notwithstanding,	the	overall	structure	of	chronic	visits	lacks	a	diagnosis	and	treatment	phase	and	I	believe	this	structure	could	potentially	be	generalizable	to	other	chronic	routine	visits.	It	would	have	been	valuable	to	have	more	than	one	GP	practice	involved	in	the	analysis	in	order	to	establish	this,	however,	no	study	is	without	its	limitations.	The	main	limitation	for	this	study	is	the	use	of	only	one	GP	surgery	and	only	one	practitioner.	As	much	as	there	are	a	variety	of	patients	in	this	study	it	would	have	been	beneficial	to	have	data	from	another	practice	and	another	practitioner.	This	could	have	provided	a	broader	picture,	firstly	in	terms	of	the	routineness	of	the	consultations	and	its	overall	structure.	It	could	have	substantiated	the	theory	of	a	4-phase	visit	as	opposed	to	a	6-phase	visit,	seen	in	acute	primary	care	consultations.	Secondly,	it	might	have	delivered	more	evidence	regarding	the	communication	of	risk	and	how	this	was	conducted	during	the	chronic	visits.	It	would	have	been	interesting	to	see	if	risk	talk	in	other	diabetic	consultations	is	initiated	differently	i.e.	not	using	if-conditionals	but	other	linguistic	structures.	Thirdly,	it	could	have	demonstrated	a	similar	or	different	way	of	closing	diabetic	chronic	consultations	and	finally,	it	could	have	corroborated	what	elements	of	talk	were	indeed	proper	to	the	nurse’s	style.	
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Nevertheless,	as	mentioned	throughout,	regardless	of	the	nurse’s	style,	she	does	make	use	of	certain	linguistic	resources,	which	have	an	effective	way	of	dealing	with	closure	and	presenting	risk.		In	addition,	more	data	specifically	on	the	use	of	if-conditionals	when	presenting	risk	would	have	been	advantageous	in	identifying	whether	the	hypothetical	nature	of	if-conditionals	is	what	elicits	minimal	responses	from	patients,	or	whether	it	is	due	to	encouraging	further	elaboration	of	the	risk	statement.						Moreover,	it	might	have	been	valuable	to	collect	data	from	diabetic	consultations	delivered	by	a	GP	and	compare	that	data	to	the	consultations	delivered	by	the	nurse.	However,	I	believe	this	to	be	one	of	the	future	areas	of	research	in	this	field.		How	do	patients	interact	with	GPs	as	opposed	to	nurses	during	chronic	routine	consultations?	Likewise,	the	findings	from	this	study	could	be	relevant	to	future	research	on	other	chronic	consultations	dealing	with	long	term	conditions	such	as	arthritis,	obstructive	pulmonary	disease,	hypertension	and	even	dementia.		
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9 Conclusion	and	Implications	
	The	overall	contribution	of	this	study	to	the	field	of	research	in	medical	consultations	is	its	focus	on	chronic	routine	visits.	To	the	best	of	my	knowledge	there	appears	to	be	a	gap	when	it	comes	to	researching	talk	in	routine	check-ups.	However,	when	managing	serious	long-term	conditions	successfully,	analysing	these	type	of	consultations	is	particularly	important.	Furthermore,	with	long-term	illnesses	such	as	type	2	diabetes,	which	are	directly	affected	by	patients’	lifestyle	choices,	it	is	key	to	observe	how	they	self-	manage	their	condition	and	the	main	way	of	doing	so	is	by	looking	at	their	routine	check-up	consultations.			It	is	in	these	routine	visits	that	the	progression	of	the	illness	is	monitored	and	talked	about.	By	analysing	the	talk	within	these	consultations	it	is	possible	to	demonstrate	that	these	chronic	diabetic	visits	entail	a	slightly	different	structure	to	acute	primary	care	visits,	which	could	be	generalizable	to	other	routine	visits	and	have	practical	applications.			As	mentioned	in	chapter	4,	the	overall	structure	of	chronic	routine	diabetic	consultations	in	this	data	set	consists	of	4	phases	and	not	6	as	per	acute	primary	care	consultations.	The	4	phases	are:	1)	opening	phase	2)	examination	and	test	results	3)	treatment	review	4)	closing.	The	apparent	absence	of	a	clear	presenting	complaints	phase	could	be	considered	characteristic	of	these	consultations,	as	their	routine	nature	implies	a	follow	up	to	a	problem	that	has	already	been	diagnosed.	This	can	prevent	patients	from	easily	raising	new	concerns,	as	there	appears	to	be	sequentially	no	phase	within	routine	consultation	to	do	this.	Nevertheless,	the	nurse’s	opening	questions	could	function	as	problem	solicitations	taking	a	boundary	position	between	the	opening	phase	and	the	problem	presentation	phase.		Therefore,	the	problem	presentation	phase	would	sit	within	the	opening	phase.	That	said	most	patients	in	this	study	did	not	treat	opening	questions	as	problem	solicitations.	Alternatively,	the	tacit	problem	presentation	phase	could	be	seen	as	beneficial	
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towards	the	progression	of	the	consultation	in	terms	of	its	checklist	type	format.	The	lack	of	a	clear	delineated	space	where	to	present	new	concerns	focuses	the	visit	on	conducting	all	necessary	routine	checks.		Furthermore,	if	new	concerns	are	raised	and	these	are	not	related	directly	to	the	patient’s	diabetes,	patients	will	be	swiftly	directed	to	other	specialists,	clearly	delineating	the	remits	of	these	visits.			Nevertheless,	according	to	the	findings	in	this	data	set,	if	new	concerns	are	raised,	these	are	done	within	the	examination	or	treatment	phase.	Informing	practitioners	of	this	could	increase	their	awareness	and,	if	they	deem	it	necessary,	could	allow	them	to	explicitly	provide	a	space	for	new	diabetic	concerns.	Arguably,	using	a	final	concern	sequence	i.e.	asking,	“anything	else	I	can	do	for	you?”	could	be	viewed	as	a	way	of	eliciting	new	concerns.	However,	this	would	not	suffice,	as	demonstrated	in	chapter	5,	since	this	sequence	is	generally	associated	with	the	initiation	of	closure	and	not	always	effective	in	eliciting	new	concerns.				The	final	concern	sequence	is	one	of	the	resources	used	to	initiate	closing	of	the	consultation.	As	mentioned	in	chapter	5,	shifting	to	the	future,	summarising	the	visit	and	making	plans	are	all	closing	resources.	Nonetheless,	they	do	not	always	guarantee	a	successful	closure.	Closing	in	this	data	set	involves	multiple	moves,	whereby	the	nurse	indicates	the	initiation	of	closure,	using	particular	resources,	and	then	reiterates	the	closure	also	using	closing	resources.	It	could	be	argued	that	initiating	and	reiterating	closure	is	this	particular	nurse’s	way	of	closing	the	visit.	Nevertheless,	regardless	of	this	argument,	this	process	is	effective,	as	patients	start	gathering	their	belongings	getting	ready	to	leave	only	after	the	reiteration	of	closure.	Indicating	that	only	at	this	point	were	they	sure	the	visit	was	over.	In	some	cases	the	closure	was	‘suspended’	following	the	nurse’s	initiation.	The	patient	did	not	accept	the	closure	and	shifted	to	another	topic.	However,	after	the	nurse’s	reiteration	the	patients	accepted	the	closure,	which	lead	to	the	terminal	exchange.			Informing	practitioners	of	multiple	moves	within	initiation	and	reiteration	of	
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closing	could	assist	in	terms	of	ensuring	a	relatively	quick	and	successful	closure.	In	addition,	other	closing	resources	from	the	findings	suggest	that	the	use	of	“right”	is	shown	to	be	a	useful	resource	for	closing.	It	displays	a	sequential	end	of	one	topic	and	a	start	of	a	new	one,	hence	proving	a	useful	resource	when	shutting	down	a	conversation.	Furthermore,	providing	positive	or	encouraging	assessments	about	the	visit	or	indeed	about	the	patient’s	illness	management	are	also	demonstrated	in	this	data	set	to	serve	the	purpose	of	a	successful	closing	resource.	Again,	it	could	be	argued	that	this	merely	reflects	the	nurse’s	style	of	talk.	However,	patients	were	seen	using	these	two	resources	(“right”	and	positive	assessments)	for	closure	as	well.		Indicating	that	they	are	not	only	a	reflection	the	nurse’s	style	of	talk.	It	is	always	a	limitation	to	have	only	one	practitioner,	and	this	is	addressed	in	chapter	8,	section	8.5.	However,	it	can	be	useful	when	looking	at	patient	resistance,	since	the	focus	is	on	the	patients’	talk	and	having	the	same	nurse	will	establish	a	similar	environment	for	all	patients.			In	chapter	7	I	presented	examples	of	patient	resistance	within	chronic	type	2	diabetes	routine	consultations,	in	particular	when	resisting	a	diagnosis,	a	treatment	alteration	and	a	diet	change.	Patients	display	resistance	by	providing	evidence	from	their	own	experience	that	contradicts	the	medical	issue	being	presented	by	the	nurse.	Patients	use	this	resource	to	resist	the	nurse’s	recommendation	and	exert	their	agency.	It	reduces	the	nurse-patient	epistemic	gradient	creating	some	space	for	negotiation,	which	can	ultimately	help	the	nurse	understand	the	patient’s	reservations	towards	her	recommendations	(Koenig	2011,	Reuber	2011).	In	terms	of	practical	applications,	practitioners	would	benefit	in	knowing	how	patients	disagree	by	resisting	during	their	visits.	Being	aware	of	patient	resistance	and	managing	it	could	have	an	effect	on	patients’	adherence	to	treatment.	Particularly	when	it	comes	to	an	alteration	on	their	on-going	treatment,	where	diabetic	patients	have	some	knowledge	and	potentially	can	strongly	resist	a	change,	as	seen	in	chapter	7,	section	7.3.	Patients	in	this	data	set	resist	by	providing	experiential	evidence	that	is	irrefutable	by	the	nurse,	hence	building	their	case	against	a	recommendation	
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given.	If	practitioners	identify	this	evidence	provided	by	the	patients	as	resistance	and	ultimately	disagreement,	it	could	allow	for	practitioners	to	negotiate	differently	with	the	patient	in	order	to	reach	an	agreement.	Patients’	experiential	evidence	cannot	be	contested	by	the	practitioner,	hence	the	need	to	focus	on	other	type	of	evidence.				The	function	of	diabetes	chronic	routine	consultations	is	to	assess	and	review	the	patient’s	illness	management.	This	is	conducted	via	the	performance	of	a	series	of	tests	and	checks.	Due	to	this	structure,	risk	is	mentioned	when	it	is	relevant	to	the	examinations	being	completed.	For	instance,	if	a	patient’s	test	result	reveals	very	low	blood	glucose,	the	nurse	will	mention	the	risk	of	hypoglycaemia	and	will	recommend	an	appropriate	course	of	action.		As	a	result	risk	is	not	talked	about	in	all	consultations,	it	is	mentioned	in	relation	to	problematic	test	results.	When	risk	is	mentioned	it	is	presented	via	an	if-conditional	clause,	conveying	a	hypothetical	risky	situation	dependent	on	the	patients’	action	or	non-action.	This	displays	the	nature	of	the	illness	as	a	health	condition	that	is	affected	by	patients’	choices	and	can	be	managed	accordingly.	Despite	patients	producing	minimal	responses	to	the	risk	presented,	it	is	still	an	effective	way	to	communicate	risk	as	it	is	individual	to	the	patient	and	avoids	generalizable	percentages.	Interpreting	percentages	can	be	challenging,	particularly	if	patients	have	low	numeracy	skills.	Even	with	high	numeracy	skills	what	does	it	actually	mean	when,	for	example,	a	practitioner	says:	“you	have	a	30%	chance	to	feel	nauseous	with	this	medication”.	How	does	this	help	the	patient	decide	whether	or	not	to	take	the	medication?	Uncertainty	on	the	meaning	of	generalizable	percentages	and	figures	could	affect	the	patient’s	decision-making.	Practitioners	could	benefit	from	another	form	of	presenting	risk,	should	they	need	to	express	risk	in	a	more	individualised	manner.		Overall,	chronic	diabetic	routine	consultations	in	this	data	set	appear	more	collaborative	than	primary	care	ones	insofar	as	the	patient-practitioner	relationship	is	concerned.	There	is	a	familiarity	between	the	parties	as	they	generally	have	meet	before	during	other	routine	visits	and	the	nurse	acknowledges	the	patients’	own	experiential	understanding	of	their	illness.	
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However,	the	structure	and	routineness	of	these	visits	does	produce	a	checklist	type	approach	which	might	not	be	conducive	to	patient	elicitation.	Furthermore,	the	lack	of	a	clear	delineated	complaints	presenting	phase	could	leave	patients	with	unmet	concerns	that	could	be	serious	if	not	addressed.	These	findings	could	potentially	be	generalizable	and	applicable	to	other	chronic	routine	consultations.	Nonetheless,	as	seen	in	this	study,	opening	questions	by	the	nurse	can	also	be	designed	to	solicit	patient	problem	presentation.	However,	most	patients	were	not	treating	the	opening	questions	in	this	way.	Therefore,	is	there	a	need	for	the	practitioner	to	emphasise	opening	questions	as	problem	solicitations?		What	happens	during	other	chronic	routine	visits?	How	do	patients	elicit	their	new	concerns	regarding	their	already	known	long-term	condition?	Building	on	the	work	and	findings	conducted	in	this	study,	questions	like	these	would	be	relevant	for	future	research	on	long–term	conditions	and	their	management.				 	
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